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of the present application, specific information such as a damaged part and a damage degree of a vehicle component can b e identified

quickly, accurately, and reliably, so that a loss assessment result is more accurate and reliable, and user service experience is improved.



IMAGE-BASED VEHICLE LOSS ASSESSMENT METHOD, APPARATUS,

AND SYSTEM, AND ELECTRONIC DEVICE

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present application belongs to the field of computer image data

processing technologies, and in particular, relates to an image-based vehicle loss

assessment method and apparatus, and an electronic device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] When a traffic accident occurs, it is often necessary to wait for a claims

adjuster for an insurance company to go to the accident scene to process and require a

claim bases through photographing. With the increase in motor vehicles ownership in

recent years, the number of annual traffic accidents has been at a high level. However,

vehicle loss assessment claims service processing often depends on on-site processing

by professional insurance staff, which can result in high costs, a long waiting period,

and low processing efficiency.

[0003] Currently, there are some processing methods in which traffic accident

scene pictures are automatically analyzed to obtain predetermined classifications of

predetermined auto damage parts. For example, an invention with a publication

number CN 105678622A entitled "Analysis Method And System For Vehicle

Insurance Claims Settlement Photos" discloses an algorithm of using a conventional

convolutional neural network (CNN) to analyze claims settlement photos uploaded by

a mobile terminal to identify damaged part classifications, and generate notification

information based on the analysis result. However, the foregoing method simply

determines classifications of vehicle damaged parts, such as the front, the side, or the

rear of the car. No specific damage type is identified. The notification information of

the identified damaged part is mainly used by staff of the insurance company to

manually compare with manual loss assessment, and used as reference information to

help the staff of the insurance company in loss assessment calculation. In addition, the

algorithm uses only a general object identification algorithm of the CNN. A result of

final vehicle loss assessment still depends on manual verification. The manpower and

time costs are relatively large, and different insurance companies have different

standards for vehicle loss assessment. Further, influenced by the subjective factors of

human beings, results of the vehicle loss assessment vary greatly and reliability is



relatively low.

SUMMARY

[0004] The present application aims to provide an image-based vehicle loss

assessment method and apparatus and an electronic device, to quickly, accurately, and

reliably identify specific information about a damaged part and a degree of a damaged

vehicle component. A result of the loss assessment can be more accurate and reliable,

vehicle loss assessment processing can be quickly and efficiently performed, and user

experience is greatly improved.

[0005] The image-based vehicle loss assessment method and apparatus and

the electronic device provided in the present application are implemented as follows:

[0006] An image-based vehicle loss assessment method is provided, where the

method includes: obtaining to-be-processed images; examining the to-be-processed

images, and identifying a vehicle component in the to-be-processed images;

performing image matching between a component image that includes an identified

vehicle component and the local image that includes an unidentified vehicle

component, and determining a vehicle component in the local image; examining the

to-be-processed images, and identifying a damaged part and a damage type in the

to-be-processed images; and determining, based on the identified vehicle component,

the identified damaged part, and the identified damage type, a damaged component in

the to-be-processed images and a damaged part and a damage type that correspond to

the damaged component.

[0007] An image-based vehicle loss assessment apparatus is provided, where

the apparatus includes: an image acquiring module, configured to obtain

to-be-processed images; a first component identification module, configured to:

examine the to-be-processed images, and identify a vehicle component in the

to-be-processed images; a second component identification module, configured to:

perform image matching between a component image that includes an identified

vehicle component and the local image in the to-be-processed images that includes an

identified vehicle component, and determine a vehicle component in the local image;

a damage identification module, configured to: examine the to-be-processed images,

and identify a damaged part and a damage type in the to-be-processed images; and a

damage calculation module, configured to determine, based on the identified vehicle

component, the identified damaged part, and the identified damage type, a damaged



component in the to-be-processed images and a damaged part and a damage type that

correspond to the damaged component.

[0008] An image-based vehicle loss assessment apparatus is provided,

including a processor and a memory that is configured to store a processor executable

instruction, where when executing the instruction, the processor implements the

following steps: obtaining to-be-processed images; examining the to-be-processed

images, and identifying a vehicle component in the to-be-processed images;

performing image matching between a component image that includes an identified

vehicle component and the local image in the to-be-processed images that includes an

unidentified vehicle component, and determining a vehicle component in the local

image; examining the to-be-processed images, and identifying a damaged part and a

damage type in the to-be-processed images; and determining, based on the identified

vehicle component, the identified damaged part, and the identified damage type, a

damaged component in the to-be-processed images and a damaged part and a damage

type that correspond to the damaged component.

[0009] A computer readable storage medium is provided, where the computer

readable storage medium stores a computer instruction, and when the instruction is

executed, the following steps are implemented: obtaining to-be-processed images;

examining the to-be-processed images, and identifying a vehicle component in the

to-be-processed images; performing image matching between a component image that

includes an identified vehicle component and the local image in the to-be-processed

images that includes an unidentified vehicle component, and determining a vehicle

component in the local image; examining the to-be-processed images, and identifying

a damaged part and a damage type in the to-be-processed images; and determining,

based on the identified vehicle component, the identified damaged part, and the

identified damage type, a damaged component in the to-be-processed images and a

damaged part and a damage type that correspond to the damaged component.

[0010] An electronic device is provided, including a processor and a memory

that is configured to store a processor executable instruction, where when executing

the instruction, the processor implements the following steps: obtaining

to-be-processed images; examining the to-be-processed images, and identifying a

vehicle component in the to-be-processed images; performing image matching

between a component image that includes an identified vehicle component and the

local image in the to-be-processed images that includes an unidentified vehicle



component, and determining a vehicle component in the local image; examining the

to-be-processed images, and identifying a damaged part and a damage type in the

to-be-processed images; and determining, based on the identified vehicle component,

the identified damaged part, and the identified damage type, a damaged component in

the to-be-processed images and a damaged part and a damage type that correspond to

the damaged component.

[0011] An image-based vehicle loss assessment system is provided, including

an I/O interface, a memory, a central processing unit, and an image processor, where

the I/O interface is configured to: obtain to-be-processed images and output a

maintenance plan; the central processing unit is coupled to the image processor, and is

configured to: examine the to-be-processed images, and identify a vehicle component

in the to-be-processed images; perform image matching between a component image

that includes an identified vehicle component and the local image in the

to-be-processed images that includes an unidentified vehicle component, and

determine a vehicle component in the local image; examine the to-be-processed

images, and identify a damaged part and a damage type in the to-be-processed images;

and determine, based on the identified vehicle component, the identified damaged part,

and the identified damage type, a damaged component in the to-be-processed images

and a damaged part and a damage type that correspond to the damaged component;

and the central processing unit is further configured to generate a maintenance plan

based on information that includes the determined damaged component in the

to-be-processed images and the determined damaged part and damage type that

correspond to the damaged component.

[0012] Based on the image-based vehicle loss assessment method, apparatus,

and a system, and the electronic device provided in the present application, the

damaged component included in the to-be-processed images can be identified, and

then the damaged part in the damaged component and the damage type corresponding

to each damaged part can be identified based on the constructed damage identification

model. Therefore, vehicle loss assessment information of the vehicle component can

be accurately, comprehensively, and reliably obtained. In the implementation solution

of the present application, one or more damaged components in one or more images,

one or more damaged parts in the damaged components, damage degrees, etc. can be

identified. In addition, for a local detail image of a similar vehicle component, a

component type can also be accurately determined, and reliability of information



about vehicle loss assessment obtained through calculation is improved, so that a

result of an image-based vehicle loss assessment can be more reliable, the accuracy

and reliability of a result of the vehicle loss assessment processing are improved, and

user experience are improved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0013] To describe the technical solutions in the implementations of the

present application or in the existing technology more clearly, the following briefly

introduces the accompanying drawings required for describing the implementations or

the existing technology. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the following

description merely show some implementations recorded in the present application,

and a person of ordinary skill in the art can still derive other drawings from these

accompanying drawings without creative efforts.

[0014] FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating an image-based vehicle loss

assessment method, according to an implementation of the present application;

[0015] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example process of

identifying a vehicle component in a local image, according to an implementation of

the present application;

[0016] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a processing process of

identifying a component image, according to the present application;

[0017] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating a specific scenario of

matching a component in a local image by using a component image, according to the

present application;

[0018] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating a network architecture of a

damage identification model, according to an implementation of the present

application;

[0019] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating a network architecture of a

component identification model, according to an implementation of the present

application;

[0020] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating a method procedure of an

image-based vehicle loss assessment method, according to another implementation of

the present application;

[0021] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating a method for determining a

damaged component, a damaged part in the damaged component, and a damage type,



according to the present application;

[0022] FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating a module structure of an

image-based vehicle loss assessment apparatus, according to an implementation of the

present application;

[0023] FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating a module structure of an

image-based vehicle loss assessment apparatus, according to another implementation

of the present application;

[0024] FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram illustrating a module structure of a

second component identification module, according to an implementation of the

present application;

[0025] FIG. 12 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating an electronic

device, according to an implementation of the present invention; and

[0026] FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram illustrating a processing scenario of

vehicle loss assessment, according to an implementation of the present application.

[0027] FIG. 14 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a

computer-implemented method for generating a maintenance plan, according to an

implementation of the present disclosure.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0028] To make a person skilled in the art understand the technical solutions

in the present application better, the following clearly and completely describes the

technical solutions in the implementations of the present application with reference to

the accompanying drawings in the implementations of the present application.

Apparently, the described implementations are merely some rather than all of the

implementations of the present application. All other implementations obtained by a

person of ordinary skill in the art based on the implementations of the present

application without creative efforts shall fall within the protection scope of the present

application.

[0029] FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating an image-based vehicle loss

assessment method, according to an implementation of the present application. The

present application provides operation steps in a method or a structure of an apparatus

shown in the following implementations or the accompanying drawings. However,

conventionally or without creative efforts, the method or the apparatus can include

more operation steps, or fewer operations steps after local combination, or the



apparatus can include more module units, or fewer modules units after local

combination. For steps or structures that do not logically have the necessary causal

relationship, the order of execution of these steps, or the module structure of the

device is not limited to the execution order or module structure shown in the

implementations or the accompanying drawings of the present application. When the

method or the module structure is applied to an actual apparatus, a server, or a

terminal product, the method or the module structure can be sequentially executed or

executed in parallel based on the method or the module structure shown in the

implementations or the accompanying drawings (for example, an environment of a

parallel processor or multithreaded processing, even including an implementation

environment of distributed processing or server clustering).

[0030] Currently, when an actual traffic accident is processed, such as a

scraping accident, it is generally necessary to wait for an insurance company's claims

adjuster to come to the site and take pictures of the scene before evacuating the scene,

thus often causing traffic congestion and wasting a lot of time and prolonging the

waiting period of obtaining the loss assessment result information. However,

according to the implementation of the present application, when a traffic accident

occurs, an involved vehicle owner generally wants to know the loss or the loss

assessment status of their own vehicle or the vehicle of another involved owner. In

this case, the involved owner can take photos of the traffic accident scene. The photos

can be used as evidence for the accident scene, and in addition, the photos can be

further used for automatic vehicle loss assessment and claims status access through a

terminal APP (application, application). As such, a requirement of the involved

vehicle owner for fast, comprehensive, accurate, and reliable vehicle loss assessment

processing is met.

[0031] For clarity, a specific application scenario in which a vehicle owner

requests for a vehicle loss assessment service by using a mobile terminal APP is

described in the following implementation. In the application scenario of this

implementation, the vehicle owner can photograph a damaged vehicle part and the

entire vehicle by using the mobile terminal (for example, a mobile phone) at a traffic

accident scene. In some cases, the vehicle owner can further photograph a vehicle

license, a user identity, etc. Afterwards, the vehicle owner user uploads the

photographed photo (image) through the terminal application. After obtaining the

to-be-processed images for vehicle loss assessment, a cloud server can first identify



damaged components, one or more damaged parts in the damaged components, and

corresponding damage type. Then, based on more accurate, reliable, and

comprehensive information for vehicle loss assessment that is obtained based on the

implementation solution of the present application, a rule engine can be designed to

invoke different price databases based on maintenance strategy information such as a

vehicle model, a location, a repair shop, etc., and ultimately generate at least one

maintenance plan. The maintenance plan can be returned to the vehicle owner user, so

that the vehicle owner can quickly obtain a result of vehicle loss assessment. Certainly,

if the user is an insurance company staff, the user can return the maintenance plan to

the insurance company, or directly display the result of the maintenance plan.

However, a person skilled in the art can understand that the essence of the present

solution can be applied to other implementation scenarios of vehicle loss assessment,

such as automatic vehicle loss assessment of the insurance company or the repair shop,

or self-service vehicle loss assessment service provided by authorized dealerships or

other servers.

[0032] A specific implementation is shown in FIG 1. The present application

provides an implementation of an image-based vehicle loss assessment method. The

method can include the following steps:

[0033] SI : Obtain to-be-processed images.

[0034] A server can obtain to-be-processed images for vehicle loss assessment

from a client or a third-party server (for example, a server of an insurance company).

The to-be-processed images generally include image information about a plurality of

images photographed on the scene by a vehicle owner or insurance company staff.

The to-be-processed images can include an image of the vehicle, an image of the

accident scene, etc., and certainly, can also include images of a vehicle license, a user

identity, and a surrounding environment (such as a signal light, a landmark, etc.)

information that are uploaded by the user. It is generally unsure whether these

to-be-processed images are a plurality of photos of a single component. In this

implementation, the to-be-processed image can include various graphics and photos,

which generally is an image with a visual effect that can include an image on a piece

of paper, an image on a film or a photo, an image on a television, an image on a

projector or a computer screen, etc.

[0035] If the to-be-processed images include a plurality of types of image

information, the to-be-processed images are classified by using an image



classification algorithm, and the image related to vehicle loss assessment processing

information is selected as the image for vehicle loss assessment processing. For

example, classification can be performed by using the image classification algorithm

to identify an image for vehicle loss assessment processing that is useful for

identifying a damaged part and a damage type. Specific classification of the

to-be-processed images can be classified and set based on a scenario processing

requirement. For example, images for vehicle loss assessment processing need to

include vehicle images. Therefore, the to-be-processed images can be classified into

an image of a panoramic view of the entire vehicle, an image of a half view that

contains a plurality of components, and an image of vehicle component details, etc.

Images that are not related to the identification of a vehicle component or a damaged

part in vehicle loss assessment processing can be separately classified or can be

classified into a corresponding category. For example, an identification photo, a photo

of a signal light at an accident spot, a portrait of the driver, etc. The image

classification algorithm can use a convolutional neural network (CNN) model, such as

a ResNet (Residual Network, residual network), which is trained by using classified

images.

[0036] In an optional implementation, image quality of the to-be-processed

images can further be examined, and a to-be-processed image whose image quality

does not meet a requirement can be deleted. Specifically, it can be determined

whether the image quality of the to-be-processed image satisfies a predetermined

processing requirement. If the image quality is relatively poor, for example, a photo is

blurry and cannot be identified, the component image can be discarded, and a

feedback is sent to a mobile terminal APP to instruct the user to pay attention to

factors that affect the clarity, such as the focus and the lighting, etc. during image

photographing. The image quality can be determined based on a fuzzy degree

threshold, an information entropy value, etc.

[0037] In another implementation, after the to-be-processed images are

obtained, or after at least one of the foregoing image quality determining and image

classification is processed, deduplication processing can further be performed on

to-be-processed images whose similarity reaches a predetermined threshold. As such,

images with high similarity that are repeatedly photographed at the same angle can be

deleted, and a to-be-processed image with high image quality is selected for

processing.



[0038] S2: Examine the to-be-processed images, and identify a vehicle

component in the to-be-processed images.

[0039] In a scenario of this implementation, after obtaining the

to-be-processed images, a cloud server can examine the to-be-processed images by

using a pre-constructed component identification model, to identify the vehicle

component included in the to-be-processed images. If it is identified that one

to-be-processed image includes one or more vehicle components, information about

location regions (which can be referred to as component regions here) of the vehicle

components in the to-be-processed image is determined through calculation. In this

implementation, the vehicle component is generally a component on a vehicle, for

example, a front bumper, a left front door, a rear tail lamp, etc.

[0040] In this implementation, a component identification model for

identifying a vehicle component in an image can be constructed in advance by using a

designed machine learning algorithm. After the component identification model is

trained on sample pictures, it can identify which vehicle components are included in

the component image. In this implementation, a network model of a deep neural

network or a variant network model can be trained by using sample image, to

construct the component identification model. For example, the component

identification model can be constructed and generated based on a convolutional neural

network (Convolutional Neural Network, CNN) and a region proposal network

(Region Proposal Network, RPN) with reference to a fully connected layer, a damage

sample picture, etc. that trained by an input model. Therefore, in another

implementation of the method of the present application, the following identification

model is used to examine the to-be-processed images to identify the vehicle

component:

[0041] S201 : A deep neural network constructed and generated through

sample data training based on network models of a convolution layer and a region

proposal layer.

[0042] For the to-be-processed images, based on the image in which a vehicle

component can be identified, a component type is identified by using the deep neural

network. A convolutional neural network generally refers to a neural network that is

mainly composed of a convolution layer (CNN) and other important layers such as an

activation layer, and is mainly used for image identification. The deep neural network

described in this implementation can include a convolution layer, and other important



layers (such as a damage sample image trained by an input model, several normalized

layers, and an activation layer), and establish a network together with the region

proposal network. The convolutional neural network generally combines

two-dimensional discrete convolution operations in image processing with an

artificial neural network. The convolution operation can be used for automatic feature

extraction. A feature (which can be a two-dimensional feature extracted by using the

convolutional neural network) extracted from a picture (in any size) can be input to

the region proposal network (RPN), and the region proposal network outputs a set of

rectangular target proposal boxes. Each box includes a score of one object. To avoid

confusion, in this implementation, the convolutional neural network (CNN) can be

referred to as a convolution layer (CNN), and the region proposal network (RPN) can

be referred to as a region proposal layer (RPN). In other implementations of the

present application, the component identification model can further include an

improved modified network model based on the convolutional neural network or the

regional proposal network, and a deep convolutional neural network constructed and

generated through sample data training.

[0043] The models and the algorithms used in the foregoing implementation

can be models or algorithm of a same type. Specifically, for example, various models

and variants that are based on the convolutional neural network and the region

proposal network can be applied to the component identification model, such as

Faster R-CNN, YOLO, and Mask-FCN. Any CNN model, such as ResNet, Inception,

VGQ etc. and a variant of ResNet, Inception, VGG, etc., can be used for the

convolutional neural network (CNN). Generally, a mature network structure, such as

Inception or ResNet, which functions well in object identification can be used for a

convolutional network (CNN) part in a neural network. For example, in the ResNet

network, when input is a picture, the output can be a plurality of component regions,

and their corresponding component classifications and confidence levels (the

confidence level herein is a parameter indicating a degree of authenticity of an

identified vehicle component). Faster R-CNN, YOLO, Mask-FCN, etc. are all deep

neural networks that include a convolution layer and that can be applied to this

implementation. The deep neural network used in this implementation can identify the

vehicle component in the to-be-processed picture with reference to the region

proposal layer and the CNN layer, and determine the component region of the vehicle

component in the to-be-processed image.



[0044] It should be noted that in an implementation of the present application,

a separate algorithm server can be used to implement the component identification

model to examine the to-be-processed images and identify the vehicle component in

the to-be-processed images. For example, a service server is set up to obtain a

to-be-processed image uploaded by the user and output a maintenance plan. In

addition, an algorithm server can further be set up to store a constructed component

identification model, to examine and identify the to-be-processed image in the service

server, and determine a vehicle component in the to-be-processed image. Certainly,

the foregoing processing can also be executed by the same server.

[0045] S3: Perform image matching between a component image that includes

an identified vehicle component and the local image in the to-be-processed images

that fails to identify a vehicle component, and determine a vehicle component in the

local image.

[0046] In this implementation of the present invention, the obtained

to-be-processed images are generally of various types. For some images Tu, for

example, for a local detail image of a component, a component type and a component

location cannot be directly identified by using an algorithm model, etc. These images

can be referred to as a local image here. Therefore, in this implementation of the

present application, a vehicle component in the local image can be identified by using

an algorithm model and other images that include an identified vehicle component.

For example, performing image matching based on components that include a first

vehicle component identified by the foregoing deep neural network, calculating which

component images includes information about the local image. Eventually, the vehicle

component (which can be a component type in the foregoing identified vehicle

components) in the local image is determined based on the result of image matching.

[0047] Specifically, in an example, six of the ten images uploaded by the user

include information about the vehicle itself, and the rest are images of identifications.

Image PI from the six to-be-processed images is a local detail image of a component

of the vehicle. A constructed component identification model cannot identify the

component type and the component location in the image PI, but vehicle components

included in the remaining five to-be-processed images are identified. In this case, the

image PI can be matched to each of the remaining five images P2, P3, P4, P5,

calculating and determining whether a location region in the five images matches

image information of the image PI , and satisfies a requirement, for example, a



matching degree is the highest and meet the lowest matching degree requirement.

Data used for matching can be visual feature data of an image pixel, for example,

RGB, a gradient, a gradation, etc., and certainly can also be other image data

information. After image matching, it is identified that a local location of a vehicle

component included in P2 is the most similar to a local location of a vehicle

component in the image PI , and satisfies a requirement for minimum similarity. In

this case, the vehicle component at a corresponding location in P2 can be used as an

identified vehicle component in the image PI .

[0048] Conventional image transformation in the rectangular coordinate

system can be linear transformation, such as, converting an image into a vector for

multiplication. However, in vehicle loss assessment processing, a damaged

component is probably deformed in comparison with image information in a normal

state, or is displaced in comparison with an undamaged component. In another

implementation of the method provided in the present application, affine

transformation-based image data processing can be provided for such implementation

scenario. Therefore, a component image can be more accurately identified, especially

when it is an image of a damaged component. The affine transformation refers to a

transformation that satisfies an affine combination, and can be understood as linear

transformation plus translation. The linear transformation cannot indicate translation,

but the affine transformation can indicate translation.

[0049] When the component type and the component location in the local

image Tu are identified by using another image Tk, each image u in Tu is matched to

an image in Tk, to find from Tk the image k that contains the locations included in u,

and identify affine transformation between u and k, so as to obtain a component type

and a component location in the image u . FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating an

implementation process of identifying a vehicle component in a local image,

according to the present application. As shown in FIG. 2, specific steps of the

implementation process include:

[0050] S30: Extract first convolutional feature data of the local image by

using a convolutional neural network, and extract a first local feature point set of the

local image by using a predetermined algorithm.

[0051] In this implementation, first convolutional feature data x of a

component image u can be extracted. For example, a convolutional neural network Np

is constructed, and the last output vector of a pooling layer in the convolutional neural



network Np is used as a convolutional network feature of the component image u .

[0052] The first local feature point set can be obtained by using

scale-invariant feature transform (scale-invariant feature transform, SIFT), and a first

local feature point set y of the image u is extracted. In an implementation of the

present application, SIFT is used as local feature data of an image. Certainly, other

feature data, for example, a feature such as a FAST (features from accelerated

segment test, a comer detection method) can also be used in another implementation.

[0053] S31: Compare the first convolutional feature data with convolutional

feature data of a sampling region in the component image, to obtain a similar region

whose convolutional feature data is the most similar to the first convolutional feature

data.

[0054] A plurality of sampling regions can be selected from the component

image that is used for image matching. For example, the size of each sampling region

is set to be the same as the size of the component image or a cropped component

image, and the sampling regions are sequentially selected from the upper left corner

of the component image. A set of sampling regions can be formed after all the

sampling regions of the component image are obtained. Then convolutional feature

data of each sampling region is computed, the foregoing first convolutional feature

data is compared with the convolutional feature data of the sampling region in the

component image, and the sampling region whose convolutional feature data is the

most similar to the first convolutional feature data is obtained, and is used as a similar

region.

[0055] In another implementation, that the first convolutional feature data is

compared with the convolutional feature data of the sampling region in the component

image, to obtain the similar region whose convolutional feature data is the most

similar to the first convolutional feature data includes: for the component image,

extracting second convolutional feature data of a sliding window region in the

component image by using a sliding window, and obtaining a second convolutional

feature data set, where the second convolutional feature data is obtained by using a

convolutional neural network that is the same with the one used for extracting the

convolutional feature data x; and selecting, from the second convolutional feature data

set, the similar region whose convolutional feature data is the most similar to the first

convolutional feature data.

[0056] In a specific example, for each image t in Tk, different sizes of sliding



windows can be used to extract the second convolutional feature data of different

regions in the component image, by using a convolutional neural network that is the

same as the one used for extracting the first convolutional feature data x . A region r

whose second convolutional feature data is the most similar to the first convolutional

feature data x is selected from all regions. Similarity can be calculated by using cosine

similarity.

[0057] S32: Extract a second local feature point set of the similar region by

using the predetermined algorithm, match the first local feature point set and the

second local feature point set, to obtain a matching point pair, and obtain affine

transformation between the local image and the component image by minimizing a

location error of the matching point pair during affine transformation.

[0058] A local feature point set of u is matched to a local feature point set of r,

to obtain a group of matching point pairs, and then affine transformation is obtained

by minimizing a location error of the matching point pair during affine

transformation.

[0059] In another implementation, an image region range of the similar region

can further be expanded in a predetermined manner, to obtain more local feature data

in a larger range, and improve matching processing reliability. Correspondingly, the

second local feature point set includes an extracted local feature point set of the

similar region whose image region range is expanded.

[0060] The manner of expanding the image region range of the similar region

in the predetermined manner can be customized based on a processing requirement. In

an implementation of the present application, that the image region range of the

similar region is expanded in the predetermined manner can include:

[0061] A left side, a right side, an upper side, and a lower side of the similar

region are extended by a predetermined percentage. Alternatively, the image region

range of the similar region is expanded within a predetermined percentage range, to

include enough number of second local feature points. For example, to include twice

the number of corresponding first local feature points. For example, the image region

range of the similar region can be expanded by 50%, and each side of the similar

region r is extended by 50% (an image is generally preprocessed to be a square

image), so that a data requirement of feature extraction can be met, and a computing

amount can be properly controlled.

[0062] S33 : Select, as the vehicle component in the local image, a component



that is in the component image and that corresponds to an image region that has a

smallest location error.

[0063] An image region with a smallest matching error in S32 is selected as a

matching image k of the component image u, and a component type corresponding to

a corresponding region that is of the component image u and that is obtained on k

through corresponding affine transformation is used as a component type in the

component image u .

[0064] By using the processing manner provided in the foregoing

implementation, when a specific component type in a to-be-processed image such as a

local detail image of a component cannot be determined based on a single image, such

local detail image can be matched to another to-be-processed image whose

component type and component location are known, so as to determine a component

type of a local detail image of the component. Specifically, in an example

implementation, image matching can be performed by using a network structure of

Siamese networks (Siamese network) and based on image SIFT and a CNN feature, to

obtain affine transformation between matched images, so as to obtain a component

type at a corresponding location and determine a second vehicle component in the

local image. FIG 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a processing process of

identifying a component image, according to the present application. FIG 4 is a

schematic diagram illustrating a specific scenario where a component image is used

for matching to determine the component type of the local detail image. In FIG. 4,

only a scrape can be seen from a local image, but the component cannot be identified.

After the local image is matched to a component image whose vehicle component has

been identified, it is identified that the component that includes the damaged part in

the local image in FIG. 4 is a front bumper.

[0065] S4: Examine the to-be-processed images, and identify a damaged part

and a damage type in the to-be-processed images.

[0066] After obtaining the to-be-processed images, a cloud server side can

examine the component image by using a pre-constructed damage identification

model, to identify the damaged part and the damage type in the to-be-processed

images. In this implementation, the damaged part is generally a part that is damaged

on the vehicle. A damaged vehicle component can include a plurality of damaged

parts, and each damaged part corresponds to a damage type (for example, a severe

scrape or minor deformation). In this implementation, a location region of the



damaged part in the to-be-processed picture (the location region can be referred to as

a damage region here, and it can be understood that picture region data of a specific

damage region corresponding to a damaged part or the damage region indicates entity

data information of a damaged part) can be identified, and the damage region can be

examined to identify a damage type. In this implementation, the damage type can

include types such as a slight scrape, a severe scrape, minor deformation, moderate

deformation, severe deformation, damage, and in need of disassembling for an

examination.

[0067] In this implementation, a damage identification model used to identify

a damaged part and a damage type in an image can be pre-constructed by using a

designed machine learning algorithm. After sample training, the damage identification

model can identify one or more damaged parts in the to-be-processed images and

corresponding damage types. In this implementation, the damage identification model

can be constructed and generated through sample training by using a network model

of a deep neural network or a variant network model. In another implementation of

the method provided by the present application, the damage identification model can

be constructed based on a convolutional neural network (Convolutional Neural

Network, CNN) and a region proposal network (Region Proposal Network, RPN)

with reference to a fully connected layer and damage sample pictures trained by an

input model Therefore, in another implementation of the method of the present

application, the following identification model is used to examine the to-be-processed

images, to identify the damaged part and the damage type:

[0068] 301 : A deep neural network that is based on a network model of a

convolution layer and a region proposal layer and constructed after training based on

sample data.

[0069] The convolutional neural network generally refers to a neural network

that is mainly composed of a convolution layer (CNN) and other structures such as an

activation layer, and is mainly used for image recognition. In this implementation, the

deep neural network can include a convolution layer and other important layers (such

as damage sample pictures trained by an input model, several normalized layers, and

an activation layer), and establish a network together with the region proposal

network (RPN). The convolutional neural network generally combines a

two-dimensional discrete convolution operation in image processing with an artificial

neural network. A feature (which can be a two-dimensional feature extracted by using



the convolutional neural network) extracted from a picture (in any size) can be input

to the region proposal network (RPN), and the region proposal network outputs a set

of rectangular target proposal boxes. Each box includes a score of one object.

Likewise, to avoid confusion, in this implementation, the convolutional neural

network (CNN) can be referred to as a convolution layer (CNN), and a region

proposal network (RPN) can be referred to as a region proposal layer (RPN). In

another implementation of the present application, the damage identification model

can further include an improved modified network model based on the convolutional

neural network or the regional proposal network, and a deep convolutional neural

network constructed and generated through sample data training.

[0070] In the foregoing implementation, a plurality of damaged parts in a

single damage sample image can be identified during model training. Specifically,

during sample training, the input is a picture, and the output is a plurality of picture

regions and corresponding damage types. A selected parameter of the neural network

can be obtained through mini-batch gradient descent (mini-batch gradient descent)

training by using marking data. For example, when mini-batch=32, 32 training images

are simultaneously used as input for training. The marking data is an image marked

with a region and a corresponding type, and can be obtained by manually marking a

real vehicle damage image. In this neural network, input is an image, and an output

region is related to a quantity of damaged parts in the image. Specifically, for example,

if there is one damaged part, one image region is output; or if there are k damaged

parts, k image regions can be output; or if there is no damaged part, zero image

regions are output.

[0071] The models and the algorithms used in the foregoing implementation

can be models or algorithms of a same type. Specifically, for example, various models

and variants that are based on the convolutional neural network and the region

proposal network can be applied to the component identification model, such as

Faster R-CNN, YOLO, and Mask-FCN. Any CNN model, such as ResNet, Inception,

VG etc. and a variant of ResNet, Inception, VGG, etc., can be used for the

convolutional neural network (CNN). Generally, a mature network structure, such as

Inception or ResNet, which functions well in object identification, can be used for a

convolutional network (CNN) part in a neural network. For example, in ResNet, when

input is a picture, the output can be a plurality of picture regions including the

damaged part and its corresponding damage classifications (the damage classification



is used to determine a damage type), and confidence levels (the confidence level

herein is a parameter indicating a degree of authenticity of a damage type). Faster

R-CN , YOLO, Mask-FCN, etc. are all deep neural networks that include a

convolution layer and that can be used in this implementation. Based on the region

proposal layer and the CNN layer, the deep neural network used in this

implementation can identify the damaged part, the damage type, and the location

region of the damaged part in the component picture.

[0072] It should be noted that, in an implementation of the present application,

an independent algorithm server can be used to examine the to-be-processed images

and identify the damaged part and the damage type in the to-be-processed images. For

example, a service server is set up to obtain a to-be-processed image uploaded by the

user and output a maintenance plan. In addition, an algorithm server can further be set

up to store a constructed damage identification model, to detect and identify the

to-be-processed image of the service server, and determine information such as the

damaged part, the damage type, and the damage region in the to-be-processed image.

Certainly, the foregoing processing of obtaining the to-be-processed image and

identifying the damaged part, the damage type, and the damage region can also be

performed by one server.

[0073] A plurality of types of training data can be used in the foregoing

component identification model and the damage identification model. For example, in

an implementation, the component identification model is set to be trained by using

component sample images including marking data. The component sample image

includes at least one damaged component, and the damaged component includes at

least one damaged part.

[0074] The damage identification model is set to output at least one damage

part location and a damage type corresponding to the damaged part when a damage

sample picture is input for model training, and data information of a confidence level

that indicates an authenticity degree of the damage type.

[0075] It should be noted that the process of examining the vehicle component

by using the component identification model in S2 and processing of detecting the

damaged part, the damage type, and the damage region by using the damage

identification model in S4 can be performed in parallel. That is, the same algorithm

server or corresponding algorithm servers can be used to process the to-be-processed

picture and execute picture image processing and calculation in S2 and S4. Certainly,



in the present application, it is also feasible to first execute the process of identifying

the vehicle component in S2, or first execute the process of identifying the damaged

part. As shown in FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, FIG. 5 is a schematic structural diagram

illustrating a network architecture of a damage identification model, according to an

implementation of the present application. FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating a

network architecture of a component identification model, according to an

implementation of the present application. In implementation process of an actual

terminal APP, a network model architecture of the component identification model is

basically the same as a network model architecture of the damage identification model.

In the component identification model, the damage region in the damage

identification model becomes the component region, and the damage type becomes

the component type. Based on network model structures of the present application

that are shown in FIG 5 and FIG 6, another improved, variant, or transformed

network model can further be included. However, in another implementation of the

present application, at least one of the component identification model or the damage

identification model is a network model based on a convolution layer and a region

proposal layer. An implementation of constructing the deep neural network after the

training based on sample data shall fall within the implementation scope of the

present application.

[0076] S5: Determine a damaged component in the to-be-processed picture

according to the damaged part and the component region, and determine a damaged

part and a damage type of the damaged component.

[0077] After obtaining the vehicle component information included in the

to-be-processed images and information about a damaged part, a damage type, and a

damage region in the to-be-processed images are obtained, a damaged component in

the vehicle component can further be identified and detected. In an implementation of

this implementation, the component region and the damage region obtained by

calculation through the foregoing identification process can be further analyzed to

position the damaged component. Specifically, the damaged component can be

determined based on a location region of the damage region and a location region of

the component region that are in the to-be-processed images. For example, in an

image PI, if a damage region identified in PI is included in a component region

identified in P I (the area of an identified component region is generally larger than

the area of a damage region), the vehicle component corresponding to the component



region in PI can be considered as a damaged component. Alternatively, in an image

P2, if there is an overlapping area between a damaged region identified in P2 and a

component region identified in P2, the vehicle component corresponding to the

component region in P2 is can be considered as a damaged component.

[0078] In a specific example, in an image P, vehicle components are identified

as a left front door and a left front fender in S2, component regions of the two vehicle

components respectively located in the image P at (rl, r2), corresponding to

confidence levels (pi , p2). In S3, it is identified that there is a slight scrape (one of the

damage types) in the image P, the damage region of the mild scratch in the picture P is

r3, and the confidence level is p3. After processing the correspondence of the picture

location region, the mild scratch region r3 is identified in the component region rl of

the front left door. Therefore, it is identified that the damaged component is the front

left door, and the damage region of the damaged component is r3. The damage type of

the damaged component in the single image P is a slight scrape, and a confidence

level is pl *p3.

[0079] Certainly, if it is also identified that the left front fender is damaged, it

can be determined, based on the foregoing example, that the damaged component in

the image P further includes the left front fender, and a damaged part and a damage

type of the front left fender can also be calculated.

[0080] During loss assessment processing, the to-be-processed image is the

input to the disposed convolutional neural network. If there are a plurality of damaged

parts, a plurality of image regions that include a damaged part are identified, the

picture region is examined, the damage type of the picture region is determined, and

the damaged part and the damage type corresponding to each picture region are

separately output. Further, in this implementation, a damaged part corresponding to a

damage with the highest damage degree in the damage type can be selected as the

damaged part in the damaged component. Correspondingly, the damage type with the

highest damage degree is determined as the damage type of the damaged component.

[0081] Based on the image-based vehicle loss assessment method provided in

the present application, the damaged component included in the to-be-processed

images can be identified, and then a damaged part in the damaged component and a

damage type corresponding to each damaged part can be identified based on the

constructed damage identification model. Therefore, vehicle loss assessment

information of the vehicle component can be accurately, comprehensively, and



reliably obtained. In an implementation solution of the present application, one or

more damaged components in one or more images, one or more damaged parts in the

damaged components, and one or more damage degrees, etc. can be identified. In

addition, for a local detail image of a similar vehicle component, a component type

can also be accurately determined. Reliability of information for vehicle loss

assessment that is obtained through calculation is improved. A result of image-based

vehicle loss assessment is more reliable and accuracy, improving the reliability of the

result and user service experience.

[0082] Further, after the information for vehicle loss assessment is obtained, a

loss assessment result that is to be fed back to the user can further be generated.

Therefore, the method in the present application can further include:

[0083] S6: Generate a maintenance plan based on information that includes

the damaged component, the damaged part, and the damage type.

[0084] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating a method procedure in

another implementation of an image-based vehicle loss assessment method, according

to the present application. After information for vehicle loss assessment in this

implementation is obtained by identifying a vehicle component in to-be-processed

images, determining a damaged component, and identifying a damaged part and a

damage type, a maintenance plan can be generated based on such information. In the

maintenance plan, a loss assessment result can be specific for one damaged

component, or can be specific for a plurality of damaged components of a whole

vehicle. In an implementation solution of the present application, a vehicle

maintenance plan is generated based on a damaged component, a damaged part in the

damaged component, a damage type. Such a plan can provide insurance operating

personnel and a vehicle owner with loss assessment information that is more accurate,

more reliable, and with actual reference value. In the maintenance plan of the present

application, one or more damaged components in one or more images, one or more

damaged parts in the damaged components, a damage level, etc. can be identified to

quickly obtain more comprehensive and accurate loss assessment information, and

then automatically generate a maintenance plan, so as to meet a requirement of an

insurance company or a vehicle owner for fast, comprehensive, accurate, and reliable

vehicle loss assessment processing, improve accuracy and reliability of a vehicle loss

assessment processing result, and improve user service experience.

[0085] In this implementation, each damage type can be set to correspond to



one maintenance plan. For example, severe deformation corresponds to component

replacement, minor deformation needs metal plating, and a slight scrape needs spray

paint. For the user, a final output for a damaged component may be a maintenance

plan. When there are a plurality of damaged parts in one damaged component, a

maintenance solution for the part that is most severely damaged can be used as a final

processing solution for the entire component. Generally, one component of a vehicle

is considered as a whole. If a plurality of parts are damaged, it is relatively reasonable

to apply the processing solution for the part that is most severely damaged. In this

implementation, one maintenance plan can be selected to repair all damaged parts in a

damaged component. For example, for a damaged component, a damage type of a

damaged part is severe damage the damaged part requires component replacement;

and a damage type of another damaged part is moderate deformation, and the

damaged part requires metal plating. In this case, component replacement processing

can be selected instead of metal plating processing.

[0086] It should be understood that, generally, the loss assessment can include

two pieces of information: damage evaluation and cost assessment. In this

implementation of the present application, if the output maintenance plan does not

include information about maintenance costs, the maintenance plan can be classified

into the loss assessment part. ; if the output maintenance plan includes information

about maintenance costs, it can be considered that calculation processing is performed

for both loss assessment and price assessment. Therefore, each maintenance plan in

this implementation is one of processing results of vehicle loss assessment.

[0087] In a specific example, after the algorithm server identifies the damaged

component, the damaged part and the damage type of the damaged component in the

to-be-processed picture, the algorithm server can generate the maintenance plan of the

vehicle component based on the foregoing information according to a predetermined

processing rule. For example, a left front fender of a Bl -model vehicle manufactured

by a manufacturer A l in 201 6 is slightly deformed, and needs metal plating

processing. A left front door of a B2-model vehicle manufactured by a manufacturer

A2 in 201 0 is severely scraped and severely deformed, and needs component

replacement processing. A front bumper of a B3-model vehicle manufactured by a

manufacturer A3 in 2013 is slightly scraped, and needs spray painting processing. A

left front lamp needs disassembly for examination, etc.

[0088] In another implementation of the method in the present application, to



meet a requirement of the user for costs information in vehicle loss assessment, the

maintenance plan can further include information about estimated maintenance costs

for vehicle component maintenance, so that the user can know maintenance costs

information, and select a more suitable maintenance processing manner. Therefore, a

user requirement is satisfied, and user experience is improved. Therefore, in another

implementation of the method in the present application, the method can further

include:

[0089] S601 : Obtain information about a maintenance strategy of a vehicle

component.

[0090] Correspondingly, the maintenance plan can further include estimated

maintenance costs corresponding to the maintenance strategy. The estimated

maintenance costs are estimated maintenance costs of the vehicle component and that

are calculated based on the information including the damaged part in the vehicle

component, the damage type, and maintenance strategy, and data including a product

price corresponding to the vehicle component in the maintenance strategy and/or a

maintenance service to the vehicle component in the maintenance strategy.

[0091] In a specific implementation, a calculation rule can be designed to

invoke different price databases based on information about the maintenance strategy

such as a vehicle model of the vehicle component, and a selected maintenance shop

(whether an authorized dealership or a common general repair shop) for the vehicle

component. The information about the maintenance strategy can be determined based

on user's selection. For example, the user can select a maintenance place (for example,

at a municipal level or a district level), select an authorized dealership or a general

repair shop, and input a vehicle brand and a model. Then, the algorithm server can

obtain the following maintenance plan based on the maintenance strategy information

of the vehicle component, the identified damaged part and the identified damage type:

[0092] A front bumper of a B3-model vehicle manufactured by a manufacturer

A3 in 201 3 is slightly scraped, and needs paint spraying processing. Estimated

maintenance costs in a local authorized dealership are 600 RMB.

[0093] Certainly, in another implementation, an engine module is established

based on information such as working hours and costs of repair at the authorized

dealership and information prepared by a conventional auto insurance company

according to claims settlement experience, such as a damaged component, a damage

type, and a damage degree. When an actual processing application identifies the



damaged part and the damage type of the vehicle component, the engine module can

be invoked to output a loss assessment result of the vehicle component.

[0094] The information about the maintenance strategy above can be modified

and replaced. For example, the user can choose the authorized dealership for

maintenance. In this case, the selection corresponds to a maintenance strategy and a

maintenance plan. If the user changes to the general repair shop for maintenance, the

selection corresponds to another maintenance strategy and another maintenance plan.

[0095] The present application further provides a specific implementation of a

training process of a damage identification model based on samples. Specifically, in

another implementation of the specific method, as shown in FIG. 8, the damaged

component, the damaged part and the damage type of the damaged component can be

determined in the following manners:

[0096] S410: Obtain a set of to-be-processed images that include a damaged

part.

[0097] S420: Extract a feature vector of the to-be-processed images in the set

by using a convolutional neural network, perform image clustering processing for the

same vehicle component based on the feature vector, and determine a damaged

component.

[0098] S430: Combine damaged parts belonging to the same damaged

component, and obtain damage cluster feature data of the damaged parts.

[0099] S440: Determine, based on the damage cluster feature data, a damaged

part included in the damaged component and a damage type corresponding to the

damaged part.

[00100] In a specific example, any identified damaged component p

corresponds to one or more damaged parts (including a damage type, a location, and a

confidence level) identified in one or more images. The images are clustered, and an

image distance is calculated by using a feature vector of the images that is extracted

by using a convolutional network, for example, by using a last output vector of the

damage sample image that is input into a model for training in a convolutional

network in Ns. Damaged parts (top K damaged parts are selected based on a

confidence level, and K can be 15) in images belong to the same cluster t are

combined, and used as a feature Ft. Further, features (Ftl, Ft2, ...) of top-C (C can be

5, the features are ranked based on a quantity of weighted damaged parts in the cluster,

and a weighted value is a confidence level of a damaged part) in the cluster are



selected as features input to a multi-classification gradient boosting decision tree

GBDT. The multiclass gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) model is used to

finally output a damage type and a damage degree. The GBDT model can be obtained

through gradient descent training by using marking data.

[0100] It can be understood that a damage image can be a sample image that is

used during model training. In actual practice of a user, the damage image can be the

to-be-processed image. The foregoing image cluster is mainly clustering images that

include the same component. A purpose of clustering is to identify a photographed

image that has a part approximately the same as the damaged part in damaged

component. The obtained damaged component in the to-be-processed images, the

corresponding damaged part, and the corresponding damage type are determined in

the foregoing implementation based on the damaged components, the damaged parts,

and the damage types obtained in S2 and S3.

[0101] Further, in another implementation, the combining damaged parts

belonging to the same damaged component can include: selecting and combining

damaged parts in K to-be-processed images in descending order of confidence levels

from to-be-processed images that belong to the same damage component in an image

cluster, where K>2.

[0102] After the combination, TOP K confidence levels are selected for

processing. Especially, a speed of identification processing can be improved during

training based on a large quantity of sample images. In an implementation scenario of

model training in this implementation, K can be from 10 to 15.

[0103] In another implementation, the damage cluster feature data of the

damaged parts can include: selecting, from the combined image cluster, damage

clustering feature data of C to-be-processed images in descending order of weighted

values of damaged parts, where C>2, and a weight factor of the weighted value is a

confidence level of a damaged part. In an implementation scenario of model training

in this implementation, C can be from 3 to 5 .

[0104] In some other implementations, the determining, according to the

damage clustering feature data, the damaged part included in the damaged component

and the damage type corresponding to the damaged part includes: identifying the

damaged part and the damage type by using the damage clustering feature data as

input data for a predetermined multi-classification gradient boosting decision tree

model.



[0105] It can be understood that the to-be-processed image for processing can

be a sample image that is used during model training. For example, in the obtained set

of training sample pictures that include a damaged part in S41 0, or in training sample

pictures that belong to the same damaged component in the image cluster, the

damaged parts in the K training sample pictures are selected in descending order of

the confidence levels, and then combined. For an implementation process of the

model training, refer to the descriptions of the to-be-processed images. Details are not

described herein again.

[0106] In the foregoing implementation solution, a processing speed can be

further accelerated while reliability and accuracy of a loss assessment result are

improved.

[0107] Images are generated by drawing a three-dimensional model of a

vehicle from a plurality of angles and in a plurality of illumination models with a

sense of reality. The images generated by drawing is added to the training data and

marking data. In an implementation, a training sample image used for at least one of a

component identification model or a damage identification model can include: image

information obtained by drawing of the damaged vehicle component generated by

computer simulation. An image photographed in an actual site is marked for training,

so that a model training effect can be further improved, a model parameter can be

optimized, and identification precision can be improved.

[0108] According to the image-based vehicle loss assessment method

provided in the present application, the damaged component contained in the

to-be-processed images can be identified, and then a plurality of damaged parts in the

damaged component and a damage type corresponding to each damaged part can be

identified based on the constructed damage identification model. Therefore, vehicle

loss assessment of the vehicle component can be accurately, comprehensively, and

reliably obtained. Further, in an implementation solution of the present application, a

vehicle maintenance plan is generated based on the damaged component, the damaged

part in the damaged component, the damage type, information about a maintenance

plan, so as to provide insurance operating personnel and the maintenance strategy, to

provide more accurate and reliable loss assessment information with practical

reference value for insurance claim operator and a vehicle owner user. In the

implementation solution of the present application, one or more damaged components

in one or more images, one or more damaged parts in the damaged components, one



or more damage degrees, etc. can be identified to quickly obtain more comprehensive

and accurate loss assessment information. Then, the maintenance plan can be

automatically generated, to meet a requirement of an insurance company or a vehicle

owner for fast, comprehensive, accurate, and reliable vehicle loss assessment

processing, improve the accuracy and the reliability of a vehicle loss assessment

processing result, and improve user service experience.

[0109] Based on the foregoing image-based vehicle loss assessment method,

the present invention further provides an image-based vehicle loss assessment

apparatus. The apparatus can be an apparatus that uses a system (including a

distributed system), software (application), a module, a component, a server, a client,

etc., using the method in the present application and that includes necessary

implementation hardware. Based on the same innovative concept, an apparatus

provided in an implementation of the present application is described in the following

implementation. An implementation solution of resolving a problem by the apparatus

is similar to the implementation solution of the method. Therefore, for a specific

implementation of the apparatus of the present application, refer to the

implementation of the foregoing method. Repeated descriptions are not further

provided. In the following, the term "unit" or "module" can implement a combination

of software and/or hardware of a predetermined function. Although the apparatus

described in the following implementation is preferably implemented by software, it

is also possible to implement the apparatus through hardware or a combination of

software and hardware. Specifically, FIG 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating a

module structure of an image-based vehicle loss assessment apparatus, according to

an implementation of the present application. As shown in FIG. 9, the apparatus can

include: an image acquiring module 101, configured to acquire to-be-processed

images; a first component identification module 102, configured to examine the

to-be-processed images, and identify a vehicle component in the to-be-processed

images; a second component identification module 103, configured to perform image

matching between a component image that includes an identified vehicle component

and the local image in the to-be-processed images that includes an unidentified

vehicle component, and determine a vehicle component in the local image; a damage

identification module 104, configured to examine the to-be-processed images, and

identify a damaged part and a damage type in the to-be-processed images; and a

damage calculation module 105, configured to determine, based on the identified



vehicle component, the identified damaged part, and the identified damage type, a

damaged component in the to-be-processed images, and a damaged part and a damage

type that correspond to the damaged component.

[0110] According to the image-based vehicle loss assessment apparatus

provided in the present application, the damaged component contained in the

to-be-processed images can be identified, and then a damaged part in the damaged

component and a damage type corresponding to each damaged part can be identified

based on the constructed damage identification model Therefore, vehicle loss

assessment information of the vehicle component can be accurately, comprehensively,

and reliably obtained. In the implementation solution of the present application, one

or more damaged components in one or more images, one or more damaged parts in

the damaged components, one or more damage degrees, etc. can be identified. In

addition, for a local detail image of a similar vehicle component, a component type

can also be accurately determined, improving reliability of information about vehicle

loss assessment that is obtained by calculation. A result of image-based vehicle loss

assessment is more reliable, to improve the accuracy and the reliability of the result of

the vehicle loss assessment and improve user service experience.

[0111] FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating a module structure in

another implementation of an image-based vehicle loss assessment apparatus,

according to the present application. As shown in FIG. 10, in another implementation,

the apparatus can further include: a loss assessment processing module 105, which

is configured to generate a maintenance plan based on information that includes the

determined damaged component in the to-be-processed images and the determined

damaged part and damage type that correspond to the damaged component.

[0112] FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram illustrating a module structure in an

implementation of the second component identification module 103, according to the

present application. As shown in FIG 11, the second component identification module

can include: a feature extraction module 103 1, which is configured to: extract first

convolutional feature data of the local image by using a convolutional neural network,

and extract a first local feature point set of the local image by using a predetermined

algorithm; a region matching module 1032, which is configured to compare the first

convolutional feature data with convolutional feature data of a sampling region in the

component image, and obtain a similar region whose convolutional feature data is the

most similar to the first convolutional feature data; an affine transformation



processing module 1033, which is configured to: extract a second local feature point

set of the similar region by using the predetermined algorithm, match the first local

feature point set and the second local feature point set to obtain a matching point pair,

and obtain affine transformation between the local image and the component image

by minimizing a location error of the matching point pair during affine transformation;

and a component determining module 1034, which is configured to select, as the

vehicle component in the local image, a component that is in the component image

and that corresponds to an image region that has a smallest location error.

[0113] For the component image, second convolutional feature data of a

sliding window region in the component image can be extracted by using a sliding

window, and a second convolutional feature data set can be obtained from such data,

where the second convolutional feature data is obtained by using the same

convolutional neural network as the one used for extracting the first convolutional

feature data; and the similar region whose convolutional feature data is the most

similar to the first convolutional feature data is selected from the second

convolutional feature data set, where similarity is calculated by using cosine

similarity.

[0114] With reference to the forgoing method, the apparatus can further

include another implementation. For example, the to-be-processed images are

examined by using a deep neural network constructed and generated through sample

data training based on network models that is included of a convolution layer and a

region proposal layer. From the to-be-processed images that are in an image cluster

and belong to the same damage sample component, damaged parts in K

to-be-processed images are selected. Those images are selected in descending order of

confidence degrees and the selected images are further combined. An image region

range of the similar region is expanded in a predetermined manner, etc In addition,

information about a maintenance strategy of the vehicle component can also be

obtained to generate a maintenance plan that includes an estimated repair cost, etc.

For details, refer to related descriptions of the foregoing method implementation, and

the details are not enumerated here.

[0115] The foregoing method or apparatus of the present application can be

implemented by using a computer program with reference to necessary hardware, can

be disposed in an application of a device, and can quickly and reliably output a result

of image-based vehicle loss assessment. Therefore, the present application further



provides an image-based vehicle loss assessment apparatus, and the apparatus can be

on a server side, and can include a processor, and a memory that is configured to store

a processor-executable instruction. When executing the instruction, the processor

implements the following operations: obtaining to-be-processed images; examining

the to-be-processed images, and identifying a vehicle component in the

to-be-processed images; performing image matching between a component image that

includes an identified vehicle component and the local image in the to-be-processed

images that includes an unidentified vehicle component, and determining a vehicle

component in the local image; examining the to-be-processed images, and identifying

a damaged part and a damage type in the to-be-processed images; and determining,

based on the identified vehicle component, the identified damaged part, and the

identified damage type, a damaged component in the to-be-processed images, and a

damaged part and a damage type that correspond to the damaged component.

[0116] In specific actual processing, the apparatus can further include other

processing hardware, for example, a GPU (Graphics Processing Unit, graphics

processing unit). As described in the forgoing method, in another implementation of

the apparatus, when executing the instruction, the processor further implements the

following step: generating a maintenance plan based on information that includes

the determined damaged component in the to-be-processed images and the determined

damaged part and damage type that correspond to the damaged component.

[0117] In another implementation of the image-based vehicle loss assessment

apparatus, when executing the instruction of performing image matching between a

component image that includes an identified vehicle component and the local image

in the to-be-processed images that includes an unidentified vehicle component, and

determining a vehicle component in the local image, the processor implements the

following step: extracting first convolutional feature data of the local image by

using a convolutional neural network, and extracting a first local feature point set of

the local image by using a predetermined algorithm; comparing the first convolutional

feature data with convolutional feature data of a sampling region in the component

image, and obtaining a similar region whose convolutional feature data is the most

similar to the first convolutional feature data; extracting a second local feature point

set of the similar region by using the predetermined algorithm, matching the first local

feature point set and the second local feature point set, to obtain a matching point pair,

and obtaining affine transformation between the local image and the component



image by minimizing a location error of the matching point pair during affine

transformation; and selecting, as the vehicle component in the local image, a

component that is in the component image and that corresponds to an image region

that has a smallest location error.

[0118] In another implementation of the apparatus, the present solution can be

further optimized, to improve processing precision. Specifically, when executing the

instruction of performing image matching between a component image that includes

an identified vehicle component and the local image in the to-be-processed images

that includes an unidentified vehicle component, and determining a vehicle

component in the local image, the processor implements at least one of the following

steps: for the component image, extracting second convolutional feature data of a

sliding window region in the component image by using a sliding window, and

obtaining a second convolutional feature data set, where the second convolutional

feature data is obtained by using the same convolutional neural network as the one

used for extracting the first convolutional feature data; and selecting, from the second

convolutional feature data set, the similar region whose convolutional feature data is

the most similar to the first convolutional feature data, where similarity is calculated

by using cosine similarity; or expanding an image region range of the similar region

by a predetermined percentage, where a value range of the predetermined percentage

includes 50%, and correspondingly, the second local feature point set includes an

extracted local feature point set of the similar region whose image region range is

expanded; or extracting first local feature data and second local feature data by using

scale-invariant feature transform.

[0119] In another implementation of the image-based vehicle loss assessment

apparatus, the to-be-processed images can be examined by using the following

identification model: a deep neural network constructed and generated through

sample data training based on network models that includes a convolution layer and a

region proposal layer.

[0120] As described in the foregoing manner, the damaged component in the

to-be-processed images and the damaged part and the damage type that correspond to

the damaged component can be determined by using the following manners:

obtaining a set of to-be-processed images that include a damaged part; extracting a

feature vector of the to-be-processed images in the set by using a convolutional neural

network, performing image clustering processing for a same vehicle component based



on the feature vector, and determining the damaged component; combining damaged

parts belonging to the same damaged component, and obtaining damage clustering

feature data of the damaged parts; and determining, based on the damage clustering

feature data, the damaged part included in the damaged component and a damage type

corresponding to the damaged part.

[0121] With reference to the foregoing method, the apparatus can further

include another implementation. For a specific implementation and an implementation

process of the method, refer to descriptions of related implementations of the

foregoing method. Details are not described herein again.

[0122] By using the image-based vehicle loss assessment apparatus provided

in the implementation of the present application, the damaged component included in

the to-be-processed images can be identified, and then a plurality of damaged parts in

the damaged component and a damage type corresponding to each damaged part can

be identified based on the constructed damage identification model. Therefore,

vehicle loss assessment information of the vehicle component can be accurately,

comprehensively, and reliably obtained. Further, in an implementation solution of the

present application, a vehicle maintenance plan is generated based on the information

including the damaged component, the damaged part in the damaged component, the

damage type, information about a maintenance plan, so as to provide insurance

operating personnel and the maintenance strategy, to provide more accurate, and

reliable loss assessment information with practical reference value for insurance claim

operator and a vehicle owner user. In the implementation solution of the present

application, one or more damaged components in one or more images, one or more

damaged parts in the damaged components, one or more damage degrees, etc. can be

identified to quickly obtain more comprehensive and accurate loss assessment

information. Then, the maintenance plan can be automatically generated, to meet a

requirement of an insurance company or a vehicle owner for fast, comprehensive,

accurate, and reliable vehicle loss assessment processing, improve accuracy and

reliability of a vehicle loss assessment processing result, and improve user service

experience.

[0123] The method or apparatus in the foregoing implementations of the

present application can implement service logic and record the service logic on a

storage medium by using a computer program. The storage medium can be read and

executed by a computer, to achieve the effect of the present solution described in the



implementations of the present application. Therefore, the present application further

provides a computer readable storage medium. The computer readable storage

medium stores a computer instruction. When the instruction is executed, the following

steps can be implemented: obtaining to-be-processed images; examining the

to-be-processed images, and identifying a vehicle component in the to-be-processed

images; determining a vehicle component in the local image from the to-be-processed

image, by performing image matching between a component image that includes an

identified vehicle component and the local image that includes an unidentified vehicle

component; examining the to-be-processed images, and identifying a damaged part

and a damage type in the to-be-processed images; and determining, based on the

identified vehicle component, the identified damaged part, and the identified damage

type, a damaged component in the to-be-processed images and a damaged part and a

damage type that correspond to the damaged component.

[0124] The computer readable storage medium can include a physical

apparatus for storing information. Generally, the information is digitized and then

stored in a medium in an electric manner, a magnetism manner, an optic manner, etc.

The computer readable storage medium in this implementation can include: an

apparatus that stores information in an electric manner, for example, a memory such

as a RAM or a ROM; an apparatus that stores information in a magnetism manner,

such as a hard disk, a floppy disk, a magnetic tape, a magnetic core memory, a

magnetic bubble memory, or a USB flash drive; and an apparatus that stores

information in an optic manner, such as a CD or a DVD. Certainly, there are also

other forms of computer readable storage media, for example, a quantum memory and

a graphene memory.

[0125] The foregoing apparatus or method can be applied to an electric device

for image processing, to implement fast processing of image-based vehicle loss

assessment processing. The electronic device can be a standalone server, or can be a

system cluster including a plurality of application servers, or can be a server in a

distributed system.

[0126] FIG. 12 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating an

implementation of an electronic device, according to the present invention. In an

implementation, the electronic device can include a processor and a memory

configured to store a processor executable instruction when executing the instruction,

the processor implements: obtaining to-be-processed images; examining the



to-be-processed images, and identifying a vehicle component in the to-be-processed

images; determining a vehicle component in the local image from the to-be-processed

images, by performing image matching between a component image that includes an

identified vehicle component and the local image that includes an unidentified vehicle

component; examining the to-be-processed images, and identifying a damaged part

and a damage type in the to-be-processed images; and determining, based on the

identified vehicle component, the identified damaged part, and the identified damage

type, a damaged component in the to-be-processed images and a damaged part and a

damage type that correspond to the damaged component.

[0127] FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram illustrating a processing scenario of

vehicle loss assessment, according to an implementation of the present application. A

client in FIG. 13 is a mobile terminal of a user. The client in another implementation

scenario can also be a PC or another terminal device. Based on the image-based

vehicle loss assessment method and apparatus, and the electronic device provided in

the present application, a damaged part and a damage type are identified by using a

deep learning technology, and the damaged part is precisely located by using an image

matching method. Therefore, accuracy of loss assessment can be improved based on a

result of multi-image recognition. A maintenance plan and an estimated cost are

automatically generated based on an image recognition technology, a vehicle

component price database, and a maintenance rule. In some implementation solutions

of the present application, the maintenance plan and the estimated maintenance costs

can be automatically generated based on more specific vehicle damage information,

the vehicle component price database, maintenance processing manner, etc. Therefore,

a requirement of an insurance company or a vehicle owner for fast, comprehensive,

accurate, and reliable vehicle loss assessment processing can be satisfied, thereby

improving accuracy and reliability of a result of vehicle loss assessment, and

improving user service experience.

[0128] The foregoing method and apparatus can be applied to a plurality of

automatic image-based vehicle loss assessment service system, so that the user can

quickly obtain accurate and reliable vehicle lost assessment information by uploading

a photographed damage vehicle image. Therefore, a requirement of the user is

satisfied, and service use experience of the user is improved. Therefore, the present

application further provides an image-based vehicle loss assessment system.

Specifically, the system can include an I/O interface, a memory, a central processing



unit, and an image processor, where the I/O interface is configured to: obtain

to-be-processed images and output a maintenance plan; the central processing unit is

coupled to the image processor, and is configured to: examine the to-be-processed

images, and identify a vehicle component in the to-be-processed images; perform

image matching between a component image that includes an identified vehicle

component and the local image in the to-be-processed images that includes an

unidentified vehicle component, and determine a vehicle component in the local

image; examine the to-be-processed images, and identify a damaged part and a

damage type in the to-be-processed images; and determine, based on the identified

vehicle component, the identified damaged part, and the identified damage type, a

damaged component in the to-be-processed images and a damaged part and a damage

type that correspond to the damaged component; and the central processing unit is

further configured to generate a maintenance plan based on information that includes

the determined damaged component in the to-be-processed images and the determined

damaged part and damage type that correspond to the damaged component.

[0129] It should be noted that although the foregoing implementations

provides descriptions of an apparatus, the electronic device, the computer readable

storage medium, and the system, based on the descriptions of the foregoing related

method or apparatus implementations, the apparatus, the electronic device, the

computer readable storage medium, and the system can further include another

implementation. For details, refer to descriptions of the related method or apparatus

implementations, and the details are not enumerated herein again.

[0130] The content of the present application mentions descriptions of image

quality processing, a convolutional neural network, a region proposal network, a deep

neutral network that is generated by combining the convolutional neural network and

the region proposal network, a calculation manner of an estimated maintenance costs,

a processing manner of acquiring a damaged part and a damaged type through a

GBDT model, extracting of local feature data through SIFT, data acquisition,

exchange, calculation, and determining in an affine transformation processing process.

However, the present application is not limited to conforming to the cases that must

comply with an industry communications standard, a standard data model/algorithm, a

computer processing and storage rule, or situations described in the implementations

of the present invention. Some industry standards, a self-defined manner, or an

implementation solutions obtained after modification based on an implementation



described in the implementations can also implement the same, equivalent, similar, or

expectable implementation effects of a variant as the foregoing implementations. The

implementations of a data acquiring manner, a storage manner, a manner of

determining, a processing manner, etc. in modifications or variations can still fall

within the scope of the optional implementation solutions of the present application.

[0131] In the 1990s, improvement of a technology can be clearly

distinguished between hardware improvement (for example, improvement of circuit

structures such as a diode, a transistor, and a switch) and software improvement

(improvement of a method procedure). However, with development of the technology,

nowadays improvement of many method procedures can be considered as a direct

improvement of a hardware circuit structure. Designers obtain a corresponding

hardware circuit structure almost all by programming an improved method procedure

to a hardware circuit. Therefore, it cannot be said that an improvement of a method

procedure cannot be implemented by using a hardware entity module. For example, a

programmable logic device (Programmable Logic Device, PLD) (for example, a field

programmable gate array (Field Programmable Gate Array, FPGA)) is such an

integrated circuit. A logical function of the programmable logic device is determined

by component programming executed by a user. The designers independently perform

programming to "integrate" a digital system into a single PLD without requiring a

chip manufacturer to design and produce a dedicated integrated circuit. In addition,

instead of manually producing an integrated circuit chip, the programming is mostly

implemented by "logic compiler (logic compiler)" software, which is similar to a

software compiler used during program development. Original code that exists before

compiling also needs to be written in a specific programming language, which is

referred to as a hardware description language (Hardware Description Language,

HDL). There are more than one types of HDLs, such as an ABEL (Advanced Boolean

Expression Language), an AHDL (Altera Hardware Description Language),

Confluence, a CUPL (Cornell University Programming Language), HDCal, a JHDL

(Java Hardware Description Language), Lava, Lola, MyHDL, PALASM, RHDL

(Ruby Hardware Description Language), etc. Currently, VHDL (Very-High-Speed

Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language) and Verilog are most commonly

used. A person skilled in the art should also be understood that a hardware circuit that

implements a logical method procedure can be easily obtained provided that the

method procedure is locally programmed by using several foregoing hardware



description languages.

[0132] A controller can be implemented by using any proper manner. For

example, the controller can be a microprocessor or a processor, a computer readable

medium that stores computer readable program code (for example, software or

firmware) that is executed by the (micro) processor, a logic gate, a switch, an

application-specific integrated circuit (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit, ASIC),

a programmable logic controller, or an embedded microcontroller. Examples of the

controller can include, but are not limited to the following microcontrollers: ARC

625D, Atmel AT91SAM, Microchip PIC18F26K20, and Silicone Labs C8051F320. A

memory controller can also be implemented as a part of controlling logic of the

memory. A person skilled in the art also knows that that a controller can be

implemented in a manner of pure computer readable program code, and the steps in

the method can be logically programmed to enable the controller to further implement

same functions in forms of a logical gate, a switch, an application-specific integrated

circuit, a programmable logic controller, an embedded microcontroller, etc. Therefore,

the controller can also be considered as a structure in the hardware component.

Alternatively, an apparatus configured to implement various functions can also be

considered as both a software module for implementing the method and a structure in

a hardware component.

[0133] The system, the apparatus, the module, or the unit described in the

foregoing implementations can be specifically implemented by a computer chip or an

entity, or can be implemented by a product with a specific function. A typical

implementation device is a computer. Specifically, the computer can be, for example,

a personal computer, a laptop computer, an in-vehicle man-machine interaction device,

a cellular phone, a camera phone, a personal digital assistant, a media player, a

navigation device, an email device, a game console, a tablet computer, a wearable

device, or a combination of any of these devices.

[0134] Although the present application provides the method operation steps

of the method in an implementation or a flowchart, more or fewer operation steps can

be included based on conventional or noncreative means. The sequence of steps

enumerated in the implementations is merely one of a plurality of step execution

sequences, and does not represent a unique execution sequence. In practice, when an

apparatus or a terminal product executes steps, the execution can be performed in a

sequence shown in an implementation or a method shown in the accompanying



drawing, or performed in parallel (for example, in an environment of processing in

parallel, or in a multithreaded processing environment or even in a distributed data

processing environment). Moreover, the terms "include", "comprise", or their any

other variant are intended to cover a non-exclusive inclusion, so that a process, a

method, an article, or a device that includes a list of elements not only includes those

elements but also includes other elements that are not expressly listed, or further

includes elements inherent to such a process, method, product, or device. When there

are no more restrictions, it is also possible that there is another same or equivalent

element in the process, the method, a product, or a device that includes the element.

[0135] For ease of description, the foregoing apparatus is described by

dividing the functions into various modules. Certainly, when the present application is

implemented, a function of each module can be implemented in one or more pieces of

software and/or hardware, or a module that implements the same function can be

implemented as a combination of a plurality of submodules or subunits, etc. The

described apparatus implementation is merely exemplary. For example, the unit

division is merely logical function division and can be other division in actual

implementation. For example, a plurality of units or components can be combined or

integrated into another system, or some features can be ignored or not performed. In

addition, the displayed or discussed mutual couplings or direct couplings or

communication connections can be implemented by using some interfaces. The

indirect couplings or communication connections between the apparatuses or units

can be implemented in electronic, mechanical, or other forms.

[0136] A person skilled in the art also knows that a controller can be

implemented in a manner of pure computer readable program code, and the steps in

the method can be logically programmed to enable the controller to further implement

same functions in forms of a logical gate, a switch, an application-specific integrated

circuit, a programmable logic controller, an embedded microcontroller, etc. Therefore,

the controller can be considered as a hardware component, and an apparatus that is

included in the controller and that is configured to implement various functions can

also be considered as a structure in the hardware component. Alternatively, an

apparatus configured to implement various functions can be considered as both a

software module for implementing the method and a structure inside the hardware

component.

[0137] The present invention is described with reference to the flowcharts



and/or block diagrams of the method, the device (system), and the computer program

product based on the implementations of the present invention. It should be

understood that computer program instructions can be used to implement each process

and/or each block in the flowcharts and/or the block diagrams and a combination of a

process and/or a block in the flowcharts and/or the block diagrams. These computer

program instructions can be provided for a general-purpose computer, a dedicated

computer, an embedded processor, or a processor of any other programmable data

processing device to generate a machine, so that the instructions executed by a

computer or a processor of any other programmable data processing device generate

an apparatus for implementing a specific function in one or more processes in the

flowcharts and/or in one or more blocks in the block diagrams.

[0138] These computer program instructions can also be stored in a computer

readable memory that can instruct the computer or any other programmable data

processing device to work in a specific manner, so that the instructions stored in the

computer readable memory can generate an artifact that includes an instruction

apparatus. The instruction apparatus implements a specific function in one or more

procedures in the flowcharts and/or in one or more blocks in the block diagrams.

[0139] These computer program instructions can be loaded onto a computer or

another programmable data processing device, so that a series of operations and steps

are performed on the computer or the another programmable device, thereby

generating computer-implemented processing. Therefore, the instructions executed on

the computer or the another programmable device provide steps for implementing a

specific function in one or more processes in the flowcharts and/or in one or more

blocks in the block diagrams.

[0140] In typical configuration, a computing device includes one or more

processors (CPU), an input/output interface, a network interface, and a memory.

[0141] The memory can include a non-persistent memory, a random access

memory (RAM), a non-volatile memory, and/or another form that are in a computer

readable medium, for example, a read-only memory (ROM) or a flash memory (flash

RAM). The memory is an example of the computer readable medium.

[0142] The computer readable medium includes persistent, non-persistent,

movable, and immovable media that can implement information storage by using any

method or technology. Information can be a computer readable instruction, a data

structure, a program module, or other data. An example of a computer storage



medium includes but is not limited to a phase change memory (PRAM), a static

random access memory (SRAM), a dynamic random access memory (DRAM),

another type of random access memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an

electrically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), a flash memory or

another memory technology, a compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), a digital

versatile disc (DVD) or other optical storage, a cassette magnetic tape, tape and disk

storage or another magnetic storage device or any other non-transmission media that

can be configured to store information that can be accessed by a computing device.

Based on a limitation in this specification, the computer readable medium does not

include transitory computer readable medium (transitory media), such as a modulated

data signal and a carrier.

[0143] A person skilled in the art should understand that the implementations

of the present application can be provided as a method, a system, or a computer

program product. Therefore, the present application can use a form of hardware only

implementations, software only implementations, or implementations with a

combination of software and hardware. Moreover, the present application can use a

form of a computer program product that is implemented on one or more

computer-usable storage media (including but not limited to a disk memory, a

CD-ROM, an optical memory, etc.) that include computer usable program code.

[0144] The present application can be described in the general context of

computer executable instructions executed by a computer, for example, a program

module. Generally, the program module includes a routine, a program, an object, a

component, a data structure, etc. for executing a particular task or implementing a

particular abstract data type. The present application can also be practiced in a

distributed computing environment in which tasks are performed by a remote

processing device that is connected by using a communications network. In the

distributed computing environment, the program module can be located in both local

and remote computer storage media including a storage device.

[0145] The implementations in this specification are all described in a

progressive manner, and the same or similar parts in the implementations can refer to

each other, and each implementation focuses on a difference from other

implementations. Especially, since a system implementation is basically similar to a

method implementation, therefore is described briefly. For related parts, refer to

partial descriptions in the method implementation. In descriptions in this specification,



reference terms as "an implementation", "some implementations", "an example", "a

specific example", and "some examples" mean that specific features, structures,

materials, or characteristics described with reference to the implementations or

examples are included in at least one implementation or example of the present

application. In this specification, the foregoing terms are described not necessarily for

a same implementation or example. In addition, the described specific features,

structures, materials, or characteristics can be combined in a proper manner in any

one or more of the implementations or examples. In addition, a person skilled in the

art can integrate or combine different implementations or examples and characteristics

of different implementations or examples described in this specification, provided that

they do not conflict with each other.

[0146] The foregoing implementations are merely implementations of the

present application, and are not used to limit the present application. For a person

skilled in the art, the present application can have various modifications and changes.

Any modification, equivalent replacement, improvement, etc. made without departing

from the spirit and principle of the present application shall fall within the protection

scope of the present application.

[0147] FIG. 14 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a

computer-implemented method 1400 for generating vehicle loss assessment,

according to an implementation of the present disclosure. For clarity of presentation,

the description that follows generally describes method 1400 in the context of the

other figures in this description. However, it will be understood that method 1400 can

be performed, for example, by any system, environment, software, and hardware, or a

combination of systems, environments, software, and hardware, as appropriate. In

some implementations, various steps of method 1400 can be run in parallel, in

combination, in loops, or in any order.

[0148] At 1402, vehicle damage data is received. The vehicle can include any

type of private or public vehicle, such as a car, a truck, a boat, a train, a helicopter,

and/or an airplane. In some implementations, the vehicle damage data is received

from a user, such as a vehicle operator or a vehicle owner. The vehicle operator can

take one or more images (or images) of the damaged location of the vehicle by using a

mobile device (such as a mobile phone) at an accident scene involving the damaged

vehicle to receive information about loss or the damage assessment status. The vehicle

operator can directly upload the images or transmit the images to the vehicle owner to



upload them. For example, the user can access an application configured to support

vehicle maintenance to upload the acquired images. The application can be configured

to automatically process the images to minimize the amount of transmitted data to

minimize bandwidth requirements. The image processing can include filtering the

images to delete features (e.g., background features) that are irrelevant for damage

identification. The image processing can include conversion to gray scale images to

minimize transmission bandwidth requirements. The image processing can include

compression to a predetermined file size to minimize transmission bandwidth

requirements. In addition to the images, the user can provide a user identifier (e.g.,

name and a password) and data associated to the uploaded images. The data can

include indication of the damaged vehicle component (e.g., a front bumper, a left front

door, or a taillight of the vehicle), the vehicle owner, insurance information, insurance

information of other parties associated to the damaged vehicle, accident conditions,

location, and time of accident. From 1402, method 1400 proceeds to 1404.

[0149] At 1404, vehicle damage data is processed to determine whether the

data quality is acceptable and sufficient. The image quality may be determined based

on a quality determination algorithm, such as a fuzzy degree threshold or an

information entropy value. A poor image quality can prevent extraction of relevant

information for vehicle loss assessment. If the vehicle damage data is below a quality

threshold or portions of the vehicle damage data are missing, from 1404, method 1400

proceeds to 1406.

[0150] At 1406, additional vehicle damage data are requested from the user.

For example, the user can be instructed to provide additional images that conform to

particular standards that enable image processing. In some implementations, the user

can be instructed to provide additional data associated to the uploaded images. From

1406, method 1400 returns to 1402. If the vehicle damage data is above the quality

threshold, from 1404, method 1400 proceeds to 1408.

[0151] At 1408, the received vehicle damage data is used to retrieve user

information based on the user identifier and is processed with the vehicle images to

determine a vehicle component. In some implementations, if the vehicle images

include a plurality of types of image information, the vehicle images are classified by

using an image classification algorithm. For example, classification can be performed

by using the image classification algorithm to identify an image for vehicle loss

assessment processing that is useful for identifying a damaged part and a damage type.



Specific classification of the vehicle images can be classified and set based on a

scenario-processing requirement. The images can be classified into an image of a

panoramic view of the entire vehicle, an image of a half view that contains a plurality

of components, and an image of vehicle component details, etc. Images that are not

related to the identification of a vehicle component or a damaged part in vehicle loss

assessment processing can be separately classified or can be classified into a

corresponding category (for example, an identification photo, a photo of a signal light

at an accident spot, a portrait of the driver, etc.). The image classification algorithm

can use a convolutional neural network (CNN) model, such as a ResNet (Residual

Network, residual network), which is trained by using classified images.

[0152] The vehicle component can be determined from the vehicle images

using a component damage identification algorithm. The component identification

model used to identify a vehicle component in an image can include a

machine-learning algorithm. The component identification model can be trained on

sample images to identify the vehicle components contained in the component image.

Multiple component identification models can be used to determine the vehicle

component. The output of each component identification model can include the

vehicle component characterization and a confidence level. The component

identification models can include a network model of a deep neural network, a variant

network model, a convolutional neural network (CNN) model, a region proposal

network (RPN) model or a combination of multiple models, as described with

reference to FIGS. 1-1 3 .The vehicle image can be processed using one or more image

parsing techniques and partem matching techniques to separate a particular vehicle

component from other components of the vehicle that are not damaged. In some

implementations, identification of a vehicle component includes extracting a

convolutional feature data of the image by using a convolutional neural network, and

extracting a local feature point set of the image by using a predetermined algorithm.

For example, the convolutional feature data x of a component image u can be

extracted. A convolutional neural network Np is constructed, and the last output

vector of a pooling layer in the convolutional neural network Np is used as a

convolutional network feature of the component image u . The local feature point set

can be obtained by using scale-invariant feature transform (scale-invariant feature

transform, SIFT), and a first local feature point set y of the image u is extracted. SIFT

can be used as local feature data of an image. Other feature data, for example, a



feature such as features from accelerated segment test (FAST) can also be used. The

convolutional feature data of a sampling region in the component image can be used

to obtain a similar region whose convolutional feature data is the most similar to the

first convolutional feature data. A plurality of sampling regions can be selected from

the component image that is used for image matching. For example, the size of each

sampling region is set to be the same as the size of the component image or a cropped

component image, and the sampling regions are sequentially selected from the upper

left comer of the component image. A set of sampling regions can be formed after all

the sampling regions of the component image are obtained. The convolutional feature

data of each sampling region is computed. The convolutional feature data is compared

with the convolutional feature data of the sampling region in the component image.

The sampling region including the convolutional feature data that is the most similar

to the first convolutional feature data is obtained, and is used as a similar region. In

some implementations, the similar region is determined by extracting convolutional

feature data of a sliding window region in the component image by using a sliding

window. The convolutional feature data can be obtained by using a convolutional

neural network that is the same with the one used for extracting the convolutional

feature data x . The second convolutional feature data set can be selected from the

similar region whose convolutional feature data is the most similar to the first

convolutional feature data. For example, for each image t in Tk, different sizes of

sliding windows can be used to extract the second convolutional feature data of

different regions in the component image, by using a convolutional neural network

that is the same as the one used for extracting the first convolutional feature data x . A

region r whose second convolutional feature data is the most similar to the first

convolutional feature data x is selected from all regions. Similarity can be calculated

by using cosine similarity. In some implementations, an image region range of the

similar region can be expanded to obtain more local feature data in a larger range, and

improve matching processing reliability. Correspondingly, the second local feature

point set includes an extracted local feature point set of the similar region whose

image region range is expanded. The method of expanding the image region range of

the similar region can be customized based on a processing requirement. The image

region range of the similar region can be expanded towards a left side, a right side, an

upper side, and a lower side of the similar region by a predetermined percentage. The

image region range of the similar region can be expanded within a predetermined



percentage range, to include a particular target number of second local feature points.

The target number can include twice the number of corresponding first local feature

points. For example, the image region range of the similar region can be expanded by

50%, and each side of the similar region r is extended by 50% (an image is generally

preprocessed to be a square image), so that a data requirement of feature extraction

can be met, and a computing amount can be properly controlled. From 1408, method

1400 proceeds to 1410.

[0153] At 1410, images are matched. Image matching can be performed

between a first image that includes the identified vehicle component and a second

image or a second set of images. The second image or set of images can be other

images received from the user, in which vehicle component identification failed to

determine a vehicle component in the remaining images. For example, six of the ten

images uploaded by the user can include information about the vehicle itself, and the

rest are images of identifications. Image PI from the six vehicle images is a local

detail image of a component of the vehicle. A constructed component identification

model cannot identify the component type and the component location in the image

PI, but vehicle components included in the remaining five vehicle images are

identified. The image PI can be matched to each of the remaining five images P2, P3,

P4, P5, calculating and determining whether a location region in the five images

matches image information of the image PI, and satisfies a requirement, for example,

a matching degree is the highest and meet the lowest matching degree requirement.

Data used for matching can be visual feature data of an image pixel (for example,

RGB, a gradient, a gradation, etc.) or other image data information. Image matching

can indicate that a first location of a first vehicle component included in P2 is most

similar to a second location of a second vehicle component in the image PI, and

satisfies a requirement for a minimum similarity score by exceeding a predetermined

similarity threshold. Based on the matching outcome, the vehicle component at a

corresponding location in P2 can be used as an identified vehicle component in the

image PI. In some implementations, matching algorithm includes one or more image

transformations applied to at least one of the first and second images. Conventional

image transformation in the rectangular coordinate system can be a linear

transformation, such as, converting an image into a vector for multiplication. For

vehicle loss assessment processing, a damaged component is considered as potentially

deformed in comparison with image information in a normal state, or is displaced in



comparison with an undamaged component. In some implementations, the image

transformation includes an affine transformation. The affine transformation can

include a transformation that satisfies an affine combination, such as linear

transformation plus translation. In some implementations, image matching can

include a deduplication process for images whose similarity reaches a predetermined

threshold. The deduplication process is applied to delete images having a high degree

of similarity that are repeatedly photographed at the same angle and do not present

damage information different from each other. From 1410, method 1400 proceeds to

1412.

[0154] At 1412, the vehicle component is processed to identify one or more

damaged area locations and one or more damage types of the auto parts based on a

particular model by using a component damage identification algorithm. The

component identification model used to identify a vehicle component in an image can

include a machine-learning algorithm. The component identification model can be

trained on sample images to identify the vehicle components contained in the

component image. Multiple component identification models can be used to

determine the vehicle component. The output of each component identification model

can include the vehicle component characterization and a confidence level. The

component identification models can include a network model of a deep neural

network, a variant network model, a convolutional neural network (CNN) model, a

region proposal network (RPN) model or a combination of multiple models, as

described with reference to FIGS. 1-13.The vehicle image can be processed using one

or more image parsing techniques and partem matching techniques to separate a

particular vehicle component from other components of the vehicle that are not

damaged. The CNN can include a convolution layer and other structures, such as an

activation layer, and is mainly used for damage identification in one or more images.

CNN model can combine two-dimensional discrete convolution operations in image

processing with an artificial neural network. The convolution operation can be used

for automatic extraction a damage feature. The damage feature (which can be a

two-dimensional feature extracted by using the convolutional neural network)

extracted from an image (in any size) can be input to the RPN model for additional

processing. The RPN model can process the damage feature to generate component

characterization as a set of three-dimensional damage data sets (rectangular target

proposal boxes). For example, a single damage image can include a plurality of



damaged parts. Each three-dimensional damage data set can correspond to a particular

damaged part of the plurality of damaged parts. If there is one damaged part, one

image region is output; if there are k damaged parts, k image regions are output; or if

there is no damaged part, zero image regions are output. Each three-dimensional

damage data set includes a score (e.g., 1, 2, 3) to differentiate between mild, moderate

and severe damages, to define damage classifications (the damage classification is

used to determine a damage type), and confidence levels (the confidence level herein

is a parameter indicating a degree of authenticity of a damage type). The damage type

can include mild scratching, severe scratching, mild deformation, moderate

deformation, severe deformation, damage, and disassembling-required check.

[0155] In some implementations, the component regions can be processed to

extract one or more feature vectors. Image clustering can be performed for the same

vehicle component based on the feature vectors, to characterize the damaged

component. The damaged parts corresponding to the same damaged component can

be combined and damage clustering feature data can be acquired for the damaged

parts. The damage clustering feature data can be used to determine the damaged part

included in the damaged component and the damage type corresponding to the

damaged part. For example, any identified damaged component p corresponding to

one or more damaged parts (including the damage type, a position, and a confidence

level) can be identified in one or more images that can be clustered. A feature vector

corresponding to a damage image processed by the component identification model

(CNN model) can be used to calculate an image distance. The damaged parts

corresponding to the same cluster t can be combined as a feature Ft. Multiple features

(Ftl, Ft2, ...) of top-C images (images selected based on the quantity of weighted

damaged parts in the cluster, and a weighted value is a confidence level of the

damaged part) in the cluster can be selected as feature input to a multiclass gradient

boosting decision tree (GBDT). The GBDT model is used to output a damage type

and a damage degree. The GBDT model can be obtained through gradient descent

training by using marking data. The purpose of clustering is to identify images taken

for parts of a roughly same damaged component. The damaged component in the

to-be-processed image, the corresponding damaged part, and the corresponding

damage type are determined based on the damaged components, the damaged parts,

and the damage types. Combining damaged parts belonging to the same damaged

component can include: selecting and combining damaged parts in multiple images



corresponding to the same damaged component in an image cluster, in descending

order of confidence levels (weighted values of damaged parts). The processing speed

can be improved by decreasing the number of processed images based on the

confidence levels. For example, a maximum number of images with a confidence

level equal or higher than a preselected confidence level can be used to control the

processing load and consequently the processing speed. In some implementations, the

component type and the component location in an image can be identified by using

image matching based on images with known damage types. For example, each image

u in Tu can be matched to an image in Tk, to find from Tk the image k that contains

the locations included in u, and identify affine transformation between u and k, so as

to obtain a component type and a component location in the image u . In some

implementations, image matching can be performed by using a network structure of

Siamese networks (Siamese network) and can be based on image SIFT and a CNN

feature, to obtain affine transformation between matched images, so as to obtain a

damage type at a corresponding location. From 1412, method 1400 proceeds to 1414.

[0156] At 1414, a maintenance plan is generated based on the identified

damaged area locations and damage types. The maintenance plan is included in the

vehicle loss assessment. The maintenance plan can be generated using a rule engine.

The rule engine can invoke different pricing scheme databases based on a

maintenance strategy associated to the vehicle model, location, and available repair

shops, to generate, based on a set of rules, at least one maintenance plan for the

damaged vehicle part including the maintenance services that can remedy the

identified damage. The rules can include front-end rules and back-end rules. The

front-end rules can indicate contract requirements, such as a minimum type of

information type necessary to determine a maintenance plan. These contract-based

features may include labor rates, chargeable hours per particular task, or any other

aspect of the work covered by the maintenance plan. The back-end rules can indicate

whether the maintenance plan aligns with the identified damage (e.g., in the case of a

front-end collision, the system would flag a rear tail light assembly indicated as

needing maintenance). In some cases, the maintenance plan includes maintenance cost

estimates. If the output maintenance plan does not include maintenance costs, the

maintenance plan can be classified as damage assessment part. If the maintenance

plan includes maintenance costs, it can be considered that calculation processing is

performed on both damage assessment and price assessment. The maintenance plan



can include time estimates corresponding to possible maintenance services and

locations. In some implementations, generating the maintenance plan includes

transmitting assignment data one or more vehicle repair shops as part of the first

notice of loss (FNOL) process to generate assignment estimates. Assignment data may

include, but not be limited to, damage information, customer name, contact

information, insurance claim number, assignment date, loss date, loss type, loss type

detail, loss description, current vehicle location, location where vehicle may be sent,

deductible amount, vehicle type, year/make/model, vehicle identification number

(VIN), license plate number, towing company information, damage information, prior

damage information, and vehicle safety status (drivable/non-drivable). From 1414,

method 1400 proceeds to 1416.

[0157] At 1416, the maintenance plan is transmitted to the user and/or an

insurer associated to the vehicle. The maintenance plan transmission can include

generating a maintenance plan code interpretable by the application configured to

support the vehicle maintenance. The plan code can be formatted to minimize the

amount of transmitted data to minimize bandwidth requirements and to increase the

speed of the visualization process. The application can be configured to generate an

alert for the user to indicate that the maintenance plan is ready to be reviewed. The

application can be configured to display the maintenance plan for the user of the

mobile device on a graphical user interface of the application. From 1416, method

1400 proceeds to 1418.

[0158] At 1418, an approval of the maintenance plan can be received from the

user and/or the insurer. The approval of the maintenance plan can indicate if the

financial responsibility or the vehicle loss compensation is accepted by the user, the

insurer, and/or a third party. The approval of the maintenance plan can include a

selection of a maintenance shop and at least a portion of the possible maintenance

services listed in the proposed maintenance plan. The approval of the maintenance

plan can include a preferred timing to initiate the maintenance plan. From 1418,

method 1400 proceeds to 1420.

[0159] At 1420, in response to receiving the approval of the maintenance plan,

the maintenance plan is initiated. Initiating the maintenance plan can include

transmitting work assignment data a selected vehicle maintenance shop to conduct

maintenance operations. An advantage of communication with the vehicle

maintenance shop is the ability to offer real-time updates when any of the information



changes during the course of the claim and/or maintenance and may expedite the

maintenance for the customer. After 1420, method 1400 stops.

[0160] The implementations of the present disclosure can improve

corresponding data sharing efficiency, while reducing computing resources by

minimizing the amount of transmitted data to minimize bandwidth requirements and

to increase the speed of vehicle loss assessment generation process.

[0161] Embodiments and the operations described in this specification can be

implemented in digital electronic circuitry, or in computer software, firmware, or

hardware, including the structures disclosed in this specification or in combinations of

one or more of them. The operations can be implemented as operations performed

by a data processing apparatus on data stored on one or more computer-readable

storage devices or received from other sources. A data processing apparatus,

computer, or computing device may encompass apparatus, devices, and machines for

processing data, including by way of example a programmable processor, a computer,

a system on a chip, or multiple ones, or combinations, of the foregoing. The

apparatus can include special purpose logic circuitry, for example, a central

processing unit (CPU), a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or an

application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). The apparatus can also include code

that creates an execution environment for the computer program in question, for

example, code that constitutes processor firmware, a protocol stack, a database

management system, an operating system (for example an operating system or a

combination of operating systems), a cross-platform runtime environment, a virtual

machine, or a combination of one or more of them. The apparatus and execution

environment can realize various different computing model infrastructures, such as

web services, distributed computing and grid computing infrastructures.

[0162] A computer program (also known, for example, as a program, software,

software application, software module, software unit, script, or code) can be written in

any form of programming language, including compiled or interpreted languages,

declarative or procedural languages, and it can be deployed in any form, including as

a stand-alone program or as a module, component, subroutine, obj ect, or other unit

suitable for use in a computing environment. A program can be stored in a portion

of a file that holds other programs or data (for example, one or more scripts stored in a

markup language document), in a single file dedicated to the program in question, or

in multiple coordinated files (for example, files that store one or more modules,



sub-programs, or portions of code). A computer program can be executed on one

computer or on multiple computers that are located at one site or distributed across

multiple sites and interconnected by a communication network.

[0163] Processors for execution of a computer program include, by way of

example, both general- and special-purpose microprocessors, and any one or more

processors of any kind of digital computer. Generally, a processor will receive

instructions and data from a read-only memory or a random-access memory or both.

The essential elements of a computer are a processor for performing actions in

accordance with instructions and one or more memory devices for storing instructions

and data. Generally, a computer will also include, or be operatively coupled to

receive data from or transfer data to, or both, one or more mass storage devices for

storing data. A computer can be embedded in another device, for example, a mobile

device, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a game console, a Global Positioning

System (GPS) receiver, or a portable storage device. Devices suitable for storing

computer program instructions and data include non-volatile memory, media and

memory devices, including, by way of example, semiconductor memory devices,

magnetic disks, and magneto-optical disks. The processor and the memory can be

supplemented by, or incorporated in, special-purpose logic circuitry.

[0164] Mobile devices can include handsets, user equipment (UE), mobile

telephones (for example, smartphones), tablets, wearable devices (for example, smart

watches and smart eyeglasses), implanted devices within the human body (for

example, biosensors, cochlear implants), or other types of mobile devices. The

mobile devices can communicate wirelessly (for example, using radio frequency (RF)

signals) to various communication networks (described below). The mobile devices

can include sensors for determining characteristics of the mobile device's current

environment. The sensors can include cameras, microphones, proximity sensors,

GPS sensors, motion sensors, accelerometers, ambient light sensors, moisture sensors,

gyroscopes, compasses, barometers, fingerprint sensors, facial recognition systems,

RF sensors (for example, Wi-Fi and cellular radios), thermal sensors, or other types of

sensors. For example, the cameras can include a forward- or rear-facing camera with

movable or fixed lenses, a flash, an image sensor, and an image processor. The

camera can be a megapixel camera capable of capturing details for facial and/or iris

recognition. The camera along with a data processor and authentication information

stored in memory or accessed remotely can form a facial recognition system. The



facial recognition system or one-or-more sensors, for example, microphones, motion

sensors, accelerometers, GPS sensors, or RF sensors, can be used for user

authentication.

[0165] To provide for interaction with a user, embodiments can be

implemented on a computer having a display device and an input device, for example,

a liquid crystal display (LCD) or organic light-emitting diode (OLED)/virtual-reality

(VR)/augmented-reality (AR) display for displaying information to the user and a

touchscreen, keyboard, and a pointing device by which the user can provide input to

the computer. Other kinds of devices can be used to provide for interaction with a

user as well; for example, feedback provided to the user can be any form of sensory

feedback, for example, visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile feedback; and

input from the user can be received in any form, including acoustic, speech, or tactile

input. In addition, a computer can interact with a user by sending documents to and

receiving documents from a device that is used by the user; for example, by sending

web pages to a web browser on a user's client device in response to requests received

from the web browser.

[0166] Embodiments can be implemented using computing devices

interconnected by any form or medium of wireline or wireless digital data

communication (or combination thereof), for example, a communication network.

Examples of interconnected devices are a client and a server generally remote from

each other that typically interact through a communication network. A client, for

example, a mobile device, can carry out transactions itself, with a server, or through a

server, for example, performing buy, sell, pay, give, send, or loan transactions, or

authorizing the same. Such transactions may be in real time such that an action and

a response are temporally proximate; for example an individual perceives the action

and the response occurring substantially simultaneously, the time difference for a

response following the individual's action is less than 1 millisecond (ms) or less than

1 second (s), or the response is without intentional delay taking into account

processing limitations of the system.

[0167] Examples of communication networks include a local area network

(LAN), a radio access network (RAN), a metropolitan area network (MAN), and a

wide area network (WAN). The communication network can include all or a portion

of the Internet, another communication network, or a combination of communication

networks. Information can be transmitted on the communication network according



to various protocols and standards, including Long Term Evolution (LTE), 5 IEEE

802, Internet Protocol (IP), or other protocols or combinations of protocols. The

communication network can transmit voice, video, biometric, or authentication data,

or other information between the connected computing devices.

[0168] Features described as separate implementations may be implemented,

in combination, in a single implementation, while features described as a single

implementation may be implemented in multiple implementations, separately, or in

any suitable sub-combination. Operations described and claimed in a particular

order should not be understood as requiring that the particular order, nor that all

illustrated operations must be performed (some operations can be optional). As

appropriate, multitasking or parallel-processing (or a combination of multitasking and

parallel-processing) can be performed.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. An image-based method for assessing vehicle damage, wherein the method

comprises:

obtaining to-be-processed images;

examining the to-be-processed images to identify a vehicle component in the

to-be-processed images;

performing image matching between a component image that comprises an

identified vehicle component and a local image in the to-be-processed images that

comprises an unidentified vehicle component, and identifying a vehicle component in

the local image;

examining the to-be-processed images to identify a damaged part and a

damage type in the to-be-processed images; and

determining, based on the identified vehicle component, the identified

damaged part, and the identified damage type, a damaged component in the

to-be-processed images and a damaged part and a damage type that correspond to the

damaged component.

2 . The method according to claim 1, wherein the method further comprises

generating a maintenance plan based on information that comprises the determined

damaged component in the to-be-processed images and the determined damaged part

and damage type that correspond to the damaged component.

3 . The method according to claim 1, wherein the performing image matching

between a component image that comprises an identified vehicle component and the

local image in the to-be-processed images that comprises an unidentified vehicle

component, and determining a vehicle component in the local image comprises:

extracting first convolutional feature data of the local image using a

convolutional neural network, and extracting a first local feature point set of the local

image using a predetermined algorithm such as a scale-invariant feature transform;

comparing the first convolutional feature data with convolutional feature data

of a sampling region in the component image, and obtaining a similar region whose

convolutional feature data is the most similar to the first convolutional feature data;



extracting a second local feature point set of the similar region using the

predetermined algorithm, matching the first local feature point set and the second

local feature point set, to obtain a matching point pair, and obtaining affine

transformation between the local image and the component image by minimizing a

location error of the matching point pair during affine transformation; and

selecting, as the vehicle component in the local image, a component that is in

the component image and that corresponds to an image region that has a smallest

location error.

4 . The method according to claim 3, wherein the comparing the first

convolutional feature data with convolutional feature data of a sampling region in the

component image, and obtaining a similar region whose convolutional feature data is

the most similar to the first convolutional feature data comprises:

for the component image, extracting second convolutional feature data of a

sliding window region in the component image using a sliding window, and obtaining

a second convolutional feature data set, wherein the second convolutional feature data

is obtained using a convolutional neural network the same as the convolutional neural

network used for extracting the first convolutional feature data; and

selecting, from the second convolutional feature data set, the similar region

whose convolutional feature data is the most similar to the first convolutional feature

data, wherein similarity is calculated using cosine similarity.

5 . The method according to claim 3, wherein the method further comprises:

expanding an image region range of the similar region in a predetermined

manner, wherein

correspondingly, the second local feature point set comprises an extracted

local feature point set of the similar region whose image region range is expanded.

6 . The method according to claim 5, wherein the expanding an image region

range of the similar region in a predetermined manner comprises extending a left side,

a right side, an upper side, and a lower side of the similar region by a predetermined

percentage, wherein a value range of the predetermined percentage comprises 50%.



7 . The method according to claim 1, wherein after the obtaining to-be-processed

images, at least one type of the following image processing is further performed:

if the to-be-processed images comprise a plurality of types of image

information, classifying the to-be-processed images using an image classification

algorithm, and selecting, as an image for vehicle damage assessment processing, an

image related to vehicle damage assessment processing information; or

determining image quality of the to-be-processed images, and deleting a

to-be-processed image whose image quality does not meet a requirement; or

performing deduplication processing on to-be-processed images whose

similarity reaches a predetermined threshold.

8 . The method according to claim 2, wherein the method further comprises

obtaining information about a maintenance strategy of the damaged component,

wherein correspondingly, the maintenance plan further comprises an estimated repair

price corresponding to the maintenance strategy; and the estimated repair price is an

estimated repair price of the damaged component that is obtained through calculation

based on the damaged component, the damaged part, the damage type, and the

information about the maintenance strategy after price data of a product and/or a

repair service of the damaged component in the maintenance strategy is queried.

9 . The method according to claim 1, wherein the to-be-processed images are

examined using an identification model comprising a deep neural network, wherein

the deep neural network is:

constructed and generated through sample data training, and

based on network models comprising a convolutional layer and a region

proposal layer.

10 . The method according to claim 9, wherein the damaged component in the

to-be-processed images and the damaged part and the damage type that correspond to

the damaged component are determined using the following manners:

obtaining a set of to-be-processed images that comprise a damaged part;

extracting a feature vector of the to-be-processed images in the set using a

convolutional neural network, performing image clustering processing for a same

vehicle component based on the feature vector, and determining the damaged



component;

combining damaged parts in the same damaged component, and obtaining

damage cluster feature data of the damaged parts; and

determining, based on the damage cluster feature data, the damaged part

comprised in the damaged component and the damage type corresponding to the

damaged part.

11. The method according to claim 10, wherein the combining damaged parts in

the same damaged component, and obtaining damage cluster feature data of the

damaged parts comprises:

combining damaged parts in K to-be-processed images that are selected in

descending order of confidence levels from to-be-processed images for a same

damage sample component in an image cluster, wherein K > 2; and

selecting, from the combined image cluster, damage cluster feature data of C

to-be-processed images in descending order of weighted values of damaged parts,

wherein C > 2, and a weight factor of the weighted value is a confidence level of a

damaged part.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein identifying a damaged part in a

damage sample image and a damage type based on the damage cluster feature data

comprises identifying the damaged part and the damage type using the damage cluster

feature data as input data of a predetermined multi-classification gradient boosting

decision tree model.

13. The method according to claim 1, wherein examining the to-be-processed

images to identify a vehicle component in the to-be-processed images and examining

the to-be-processed images to identify a damaged part and a damage type in the

to-be-processed images is performed in parallel.

14. An apparatus for assessing vehicle damage, the apparatus comprising a

processor and a memory that is configured to store a processor executable instruction,

wherein when executing the instruction, the processor implements operations

according to any one of claims 1 to 13 .



15. A computer readable storage medium, wherein the computer readable storage

medium stores a computer instruction, and when the instruction is executed, steps

according to any one of claims 1 to 13 are implemented.
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